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Acoustic Weapons - A
Prospective Assessment
Jürgen Altmanna
Acoustic weapons are under research and development in a few countries. Advertised
as one type of non-lethal weapon, they are said to immediately incapacitate opponents
while avoiding permanent physical damage. Reliable information on specifications or
effects is scarce, however. The present article sets out to provide basic information in
several areas: effects of large-amplitude sound on humans, potential high-power
sources, and propagation of strong sound.
Concerning the first area, it turns out that infrasound - prominent in journalistic
articles - does not have the alleged drastic effects on humans. At audio frequencies,
annoyance, discomfort and pain are the consequence of increasing sound pressure levels. Temporary worsening of hearing may turn into permanent hearing losses depending on level, frequency, duration etc.; at very high sound levels, even one or a few short
exposures can render a person partially or fully deaf. Ear protection, however, can be
quite efficient in preventing these effects. Beyond hearing, some disturbance of the
equilibrium, and intolerable sensations mainly in the chest can occur. Blast waves
from explosions with their much higher overpressure at close range can damage other
organs, at first the lungs, with up to lethal consequences.
For strong sound sources, mainly sirens and whistles can be used. Powered, e.g., by
combustion engines, these can produce tens of kilowatts of acoustic power at low frequencies, and kilowatts at high frequencies. Using explosions, up to megawatt power
would be possible. For directed use the size of the sources needs to be on the order of 1
meter, and the required power supplies etc. have similar sizes.
Propagating strong sound to some distance is difficult, however. At low frequencies, diffraction provides spherical spreading of energy, preventing a directed beam. At
high frequencies, where a beam is possible, non-linear processes deform sound waves
to a shocked, saw-tooth form, with unusually high propagation losses if the sound pressure is as high as required for marked effects on humans. Achieving sound levels which
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would produce aural pain, equilibrium problems, or other profound effects seems
unachievable at ranges above about 50 m for meter-size sources. Inside buildings, the
situation is different, especially if resonances can be exploited.
Acoustic weapons would have much less drastic consequences than the recently
banned blinding laser weapons. On the other hand, there is a greater potential of indiscriminate effects due to beam spreading. Because in many situations acoustic weapons
would not offer radically improved options for military or police, in particular if opponents use ear protection, there may be a chance for preventive limits. Since acoustic
weapons could come in many forms for different applications, and because blast weapons are widely used, such limits would have to be graduated and detailed.

INTRODUCTION1
Acoustic Weapons as Part of “Non-lethal” Weapons
Since the early 1990s there has been an increasing interest - mainly in the
U.S. - in so-called non-lethal weapons (NLW) which are intended to disable
equipment or personnel while avoiding or minimizing permanent and severe
damage to humans. NLW are thought to provide new, additional options to
apply military force under post-Cold War conditions, but they may also be
used in a police context.2 Whereas some foresee a military revolution and “war
without death,”3 most others predict or prescribe that NLW would just augment lethal weapons, arguing that in actual war both types would be used in
sequence or in parallel.4 However, there may be situations other than war
when having more options of applying force below the threshold of killing
could help to prevent or reduce deaths, e.g., in a police context (riots, hostagetaking) or in peace-keeping operations. A range of diverse technologies has
been mentioned, among them lasers for blinding, high-power microwave
pulses, caustic chemicals, microbes, glues, lubricants, and computer viruses.
Whereas at present it is mainly the U.S. that push research and development of these technologies,5 a new qualitative arms race in several areas
could ensue if they were deployed. There is also a danger of proliferation,
which may “backfire” if such new weapons are used by opponents or terrorists.6 Some concepts would flatly violate existing disarmament treaties, e.g.,
using microbes as anti-matériel weapons.7 Others could endanger or violate
norms of the international humanitarian law.8 Thus, there are good reasons to
take critical looks at NLW before agreeing to their development and deployment.
Such critical analyses have to consider scientific-technical, military-operational, and political aspects. To some extent, the latter two aspects depend on
the first one. Well-founded analyses of the working of NLW, the transport/
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propagation to a target, and the effects they would produce, are urgently
required. This holds all the more, as the published sources are remarkably
silent on scientific-technical detail. Military authorities or contractors
involved in NLW research and development do not provide technical information.9 There are also certain dangers that – absent reliable information –
poorly founded views and promises by NLW proponents get more political
weight than warranted, or that decisions are being made based on a narrow
military viewpoint.
As one general example of such promises note the statement:10 “The scientists involved in the development of these (NLW, J.A.) technologies know no
limits, except funding and support. If they worked at it, they could eventually
make it do whatever they needed it to do,” a claim that neglects to take into
account first, the laws of nature and second, the possibility of countermeasures by opponents.
Since NLW comprise many very different technologies, an in-depth analysis is needed for each type of weapon.11 The present article presents an analysis of acoustic weapons, with an emphasis on low-frequency sound. Such
weapons have been said to cause, on the one hand, disorientation, nausea, and
pain without lasting effects. On the other hand, the possibility of serious
organ damage and even death has been mentioned – thus the “non-lethal”
label does not hold for all possible types and uses. Table 1 lists a few allegations concerning acoustic weapons. Because many of these are based on hearsay and not on publicly documented cases, they cannot be taken as reliable
information, but rather as indicators of directions where independent analysis
is needed.
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Table 1: Selected examples of alleged properties, effects, and targets of acoustic
weapons from the available literature; not often are sources given. Note that there
are some inconsistencies, as, e.g., whether high or very low frequencies are used in
“acoustic bullets” (refs. 18-21). In some cases one cannot avoid the impression that
the respective author/s misunderstood something or mixed things up, as, e.g., with
the plasma created by an acoustic bullet or with equalling non-diffracting with
non-penetrating (ref. 18). 12 ARDEC: U.S. Army Armament Research, Development
and Engineering Center, Picatinny Arsenal NJ, U.S., LANL: Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos NM, U.S., SARA: Scientific Applications and Research,
Huntington Beach CA, U.S.

Sound Sourrce

Effects

Targets

Ref.

Infrasound

May affect labyrinths,
vertigo, imbalance,
etc.; resonances in
inner organs, e.g.,
heart, with effects up to
death

Riot control
(British use in
Northern Ireland)

13

Infrasound from
non-linear superposition of two
ultrasound beams (tested in Great
Britain)

Intolerable sensations

Riot control

14

Infrasound

15
Incapacitation,
Crowd/riot condisorientation, nausea,
trol, psychological
vomiting, bowel spasms; operations
effect ceases when generator is turned off, no lingering physical damage

Very low frequency noise

Disorientation, vomiting
fits, bowel spasms,
uncontrollable
defecation

Infrasound - tuned low
frequency, high intensity

Anti-personnel:
resonances in body cavities causing disturbances
in organs, visual blurring,
nausea - temporary
discomfort to death.
Anti-material:
embrittlement or fatigue
of metals, thermal damage or delamination of
composites; against
buildings: shattering of
windows, localized
earthquakes

Enemy troops

16

17
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Sound Sourrce

Effects

Targets

Infrasound from banks of very
large speakers and high-power
amplifiers not yet existing,
requiring new cooling design and
new materials

Discomfort, disorientation, nausea, vomiting

18
Hostage rescue,
crowd/riot control,
psychological
operations

High-power, very low frequency
acoustic beam weapon, being
developed in conjunction with
SARA, by ARDEC and LANL;
phased-array setup allows smaller
size, about 1 m3 (on small vehicle);
smaller later in the future

Discomfort like standing
near large air horn
(certain frequencies
and intensities)

Protect U.S.
overseas facilities
(e.g., embassies),
riot control

19

Offensive
capability
against
personnel in
bunkers or
vehicles

20

Very low frequency acoustic bullet,
emitted from antenna dishes, being
investigated at ARDEC

Ref.

High-power, very low frequency
Incremental effects from
acoustic bullets from 1-2 m antenna discomfort to death
dish

21

High-frequency, non-diffracting
Blunt-object trauma
(i.e., non-penetrating) acoustic bullet creates plasma in front of target

19

Baseball-sized acoustic pulse,
about 10 Hz, over hundreds of
meters, developed in Russia

22

Selectable from nonlethal to lethal levels

"Deference tone" at intersection of
two otherwise inaudible beams,
developed in Russia

22

Some Historic Aspects of Acoustic Weapons
Whereas low-frequency sound was often used passively by armed forces to
detect and locate artillery, nothing is known about actual weapon use by the
military. Two infrasound review articles mention that there are indications
that Great Britain and Japan had investigated this possibility, and then demonstrate that for lethal use over some distance unrealistically high source
powers would be required.23
With respect to non-lethal use of low-frequency sound, already a 1969
book on riot control mentioned that the theory of using sound as a weapon had
been discussed in many scientific articles (which, however, the present author
cannot confirm), that super- and subsonic sound machines had been tested for
riot control, and that these machines had generally turned out to be too costly,
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too cumbersome and too unfocused.24 The only sound device discussed in some
detail, the “Curdler” or “People Repeller” was said to emit shrieking, pulsating
sound that, amplified by a 350-W amplifier, produced 120 dB at 10 m distance.25
In 1971 a short survey from the British Royal Military College of Science
mentioned reducing resistance to interrogation, inducing stress in an enemy
force, creating an infrasonic sound barrier and rapid demolition of enemy
structures.26 Somewhat later, the journal New Scientist - in the context of
reporting on weapons used by the British Army against protesters in Northern Ireland - wrote about successful tests of the “squawk box,” a device said to
emit two near-ultrasound frequencies (e.g., at 16.000 and 16.002 kHz) which
would then combine in the ear to form a beat frequency of, e.g., 2 Hz, said to be
intolerable.27 The Ministry of Defence denied the existence of the device.28 A
later book assumed that it had never been fully developed.29 (For a discussion
of this possibility, see 5.1.2 below).
At the same period, there was a series of articles stating marked effects of
infrasound such as dizziness and nausea at levels between 95 and 115 dB
which other experimenters, however, could not confirm.30
U.S. forces used loud music to force M. Noriega out of his refuge in Panama in 1989.31 Since such sound applications work rather by annoying than
by physical damage, they will not be further discussed here.

Actual Developments
The US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC) at the Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey, is responsible for the Army
effort in the Low Collateral Damage Munitions programme.32 One project in
low-frequency acoustics is a piston- or explosive-driven pulser forcing air into
tubes to produce a high-power beam, to be applied against small enclosed volumes; another deals with the possibility of projecting a non-diffracting acoustic “bullet” from a 1-2 m antenna dish using high-frequency sound. Both were
to be done by Scientific Applications and Research Associates (SARA) of Huntington Beach, California.33 Similar projects seem to be underway in Russia:
in a Center for the Testing of Devices with Non-Lethal Effects on Humans in
Moscow, long-time U.S. NLW proponents J. and C. Morris were reportedly
shown a device propelling a baseball-sized acoustic pulse of about 10 Hz over
hundreds of meters, scalable up to lethal levels. Another principle was a “defference” (probably difference) tone produced at the intersection of two otherwise inaudible beams.34 (For a discussion of acoustic bullets and generation of
audible or infrasound from two ultrasound fields, see 5.1.3 and 5.1.2 below).
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As with the U.S. projects, reliable public information is not available.
The most specific information available at present seems to be contained
in the first few pages of a SARA report of 1996,as reported in a recent overview article:35
♦

With respect to effects on humans, some of the allegations are: Infrasound
at 110-130 dB would cause intestinal pain and severe nausea. Extreme
levels of annoyance or distraction would result from minutes of exposure
to levels 90 to 120 dB at low frequencies (5 to 200 Hz), strong physical
trauma and damage to tissues at 140-150 dB, and instantaneous blastwave type trauma at above 170 dB (for an explanation of the level unit
decibel see below). At low frequencies, resonances in the body would cause
hemorrhage and spasms; in the mid-audio range (0.5-2.5 kHz) resonances
in the air cavities of the body would cause nerve irritation, tissue trauma
and heating; high audio and ultrasound frequencies (5 to 30 kHz) would
cause heating up to lethal body temperatures, tissue burns, and dehydration; and at high(er?) frequencies or with short pulses bubbles would form
from cavitation and micro-lesions in tissue would evolve.

♦

Under development are a non-lethal acoustic weapon for helicopter
deployment (tunable 100 Hz to 10 kHz, range above 2 km, goal 10 km), a
combustion-driven siren on a vehicle (multi-kilowatt power, infrasound),
and an acoustic beam weapon for area denial for facilities housing weapons of mass destruction using a thermo-acoustic resonator, working at 20340 Hz.

♦

Using combustion of chemical fuel, scaling up to megawatt average power
levels would be possible, with fuel tank storage capability - at fixed sites for a month or more.

♦

Acoustic weapons would be used for US embassies under siege, for crowd
control, for barriers at perimeters or borders, for area denial or area
attack, to incapacitate soldiers or workers.

It should be noted that several of the claims about effects do not stand
critical appraisal, in particular for the infrasound and audio regions.36 The
same holds for a range of kilometers.37 It seems that SARA have taken earlier
allegations at face value without checking their correctness.38
In Germany, Daimler-Benz Aerospace (DASA), Munich, has done a
detailed study of all kinds of non-lethal weapons for the Ministry of Defence in
1995. Whereas most of the descriptions of technologies and effects are sound,
the section on acoustic weapons contains errors.39 Recently, the German
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Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology was tasked to develop a prototype and test the deterring effect of strong sound.40

Goals of This Article
To my knowledge, acoustic weapons have not been the subject of detailed public scientific analysis. They were discussed in a section of a 1978 book and a
1994 conference contribution, both motivated by humanitarian-law concerns;
these, however, are rather short and non-quantitative.41 A recent article is significantly more comprehensive, but relies heavily on general statements from
a firm engaged in developing acoustic weapons, the defence press, and military research and development institutions. The author calls for a “much more
sophisticated and fuller understanding of the damage caused by high power
acoustic beams” and asks the humanitarian-law community to involve itself in
the assessment and debate.42
The present article is intended to contribute to that goal by presenting
more, and more reliable, information, so that serious analysis of military-operational, humanitarian, disarmament, or other political aspects need not rely
on incomplete or even obscure sources.43
This study is based on the open literature and my own theoretical analysis, without access to scientific-technical data gained in acoustic-weapons
research and development and without original experiments. Something may
have been overlooked; at some points speculation is unavoidable; and some
questions will remain open, hopefully to be answered by future work.
The questions to be answered are the following:
♦

What are the effects of strong, in particular low-frequency, sound on
humans?

♦

Is there a danger of permanent damage?

♦

What would be the properties of the sound sources (above all, size, mass,
power requirement)?

♦

How, and how far, does strong sound propagate?

♦

Can we draw conclusions on the practical use by police or military?

The following subsection gives a few general remarks on acoustics. The
major sections deal with effects of strong sound on humans, production of
strong sound, protective measures, and therapy. Finally, preliminary conclusions are given. The appendix mentions, first, some properties of pressure
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waves in air. Second, allegations concerning acoustic weapons made in journalistic articles are analyzed.

General Remarks on Acoustics
In a broad sense, any variation of air pressure in time constitutes sound. For a
sinusoidal time course, the number of repetitions per time unit is called the
frequency, measured in Hertz = 1/second. Usually, the frequency region below
20 Hz is called infrasound, but this is not an absolute hearing limit - sounds
with lower frequencies can be heard and otherwise perceived if the pressure is
high enough. To prevent misunderstanding with the term “audible,” in this
article the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz will be called “audio.” The hearing,
pain, and damage thresholds decrease with increasing frequency between a
few Hz and 20-250 Hz (see figure 2 below); thus low-frequency effects will be
much stronger at low audio frequencies than with infrasound proper. Therefore, despite the emphasis on infrasound in the journalistic articles, here the
range from 1 to 250 Hz is denoted by “low frequency” and treated in common.
For frequencies above 20 kHz, the usual term “ultrasound” will be used.
Pressure variations mean deviations from the average air pressure toward
higher and lower values, denoted by over- and underpressure. Usually these
deviations are much smaller than the air pressure; they are called sound pressure. Because sound pressure and intensity vary over many orders of magnitude, and because the human loudness sensation is approximately
logarithmic, these physical quantities are often given as levels L in a logarithmic scale, in decibel units, where
L p = 20 log ( p rms ⁄ p ref )dB

and

L I = 10 log ( I rms ⁄ I ref )dB

(1)

p rms and I rms are the respective root-mean-square values of sound pressure
(deviation from static air pressure, measured in Pascal) and sound intensity
(acoustic power per area, proportional to sound pressure squared, measured
in Watt/square meter). A ten-fold increase in pressure means a hundred-fold
increase in intensity and an increment of 20 dB in level. For the reference values, in acoustics usually
P ref = 20µPa

and

I ref = 10

– 12

W⁄m

2

(2)

are chosen. These values are about the human hearing threshold at 1 kHz,
close to the frequency of highest sensitivity; thus with equation (A-2) and an
acoustic air impedance of ρ0c0~ 400 kg/(m2s) under normal conditions both
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levels, for pressure and intensity, are equal.44 Levels will usually refer to
these values in this article; frequency-weighted level scales incorporating
human sensitivity, such as the dB(A), when used, will be denoted as such.
The most important properties of pressure waves in air are mentioned in
appendix 1. For sound pressures which are not extremely strong - below
maybe 100 Pa (level 134 dB), 0.1 % of normal pressure -, the effects can be
described by linear equations. The sound speed is constant, and the superposition principle holds as, e.g., in optics (linear acoustics). At higher values, but
still below atmospheric pressure, the increase of propagation speed with pressure becomes important, and waves become steeper as they propagate, but the
underpressure is about the same as the overpressure and the propagation
speed remains the same as with small amplitudes (non-linear acoustics, weakshock formation). Such non-linear effects would be important in the conversion of frequencies that has been alleged to take place with acoustic weapons.
If the overpressure is larger than the pressure at rest, as, e.g., with blast
waves from explosions, the shock speed becomes much faster, and the underpressure can no longer be of equal amplitude (strong shock). It seems problematic to count a blast-wave weapon as an “acoustic” one, otherwise many types
of explosive shells, bombs, or fuel-air explosives would come under the same
heading.45 However, for the sake of completeness, because of a smooth transition from one to the other, and because blast waves have been mentioned in
this context,46 strong shock is included into the present considerations.

Effects of Strong Sound on Humans 47
Strong sound can temporarily or permanently reduce the hearing ability and
affect the vestibular organ. At extreme levels, physical damage to organs of
the ear can occur even with short exposure. At even higher levels, occurring
practically only in overpressure pulses from explosions, other organs are
injured, with the lung as the most sensitive one.
In this section, a few general properties of the ear and damage to it are
described first. In the following parts, special emphasis is put on low frequencies because their effects are less known than in the audio region, and because
they are mentioned in many publications on acoustic weapons. High-frequency audio sound and ultrasound are covered rather briefly. A special subsection treats shock waves, e.g., from explosive blasts.
Table 9 at the end of this section gives a simplified summary of the various
effects in the different frequency ranges.
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General Remarks on the Ear 48
Hearing and Hearing Damage
In the human ear (figure 1), sound waves entering the ear canal set the eardrum into vibration. This motion is coupled by the three middle-ear ossicles to
the oval window at the beginning of the labyrinth. The resulting pressure
wave travelling in the cochlear perilymph bends the basilar membrane which
separates the cochlea longitudinally into the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani; these two canals are connected at the cochlea tip, and the latter one
leads back to the round window at the middle ear. The basilar membrane carries the organ of Corti the hair cells of which sense the deformation and relay
this information via ganglion cells to the brain. The Eustachian tube connects
the middle ear and the nasal cavity. Linked to the cochlea are the cavities and
three semicircular canals of the vestibular organ which senses head motion
and helps maintaining equilibrium.
The middle ear contains mechanisms that can reduce the amount of vibration coupled to the inner ear, thus defining the limits of hearing and reducing
damage from strong sound. At very low frequencies, the Eustachian tube can
provide pressure equalization. The aural reflex, which contracts muscles (m.
tensor tympani and m. stapedius) in the middle ear about 0.2 s after the onset
of strong noise, weakens the transmission of the ossicles. Due to the mechanical properties of the ossicles, frequencies above about 20 kHz are not transmitted.
After exposure to strong sound the auditory system usually becomes less
sensitive; in other words the threshold of hearing is shifted to higher levels.
Recovery is possible if the exposure is below frequency-dependent limits of
sound level and duration, and if the following rest period is sufficient. This is
called temporary threshold shift (TTS) and is usually measured 2 minutes
after the noise ended. Up to TTS levels of about 40 dB, recovery is smooth and
mostly finished within 16 hours. Beyond certain limits, recovery is incomplete
and permanent threshold shifts (PTS), i.e., permanent hearing losses, remain.
Because this so-called “noise-induced hearing damage” is somehow cumulative, exposure criteria have to include the duration and recovery time beside
spectral composition and level.50
Whereas TTS can be studied with humans in experiments, for PTS one
has to rely on people injured by accident, occupational noise or the like. The
other method is to do animal experiments - the results of which of course can-
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Figure 1: The human ear consists of three parts: external, middle, and inner ear. Sound
waves reflected by the pinna and travelling in the auditory canal produce vibration of the
eardrum (tympanic membrane). The three middle-ear ossicles (malleus, incus, and stapes)
transfer this motion - increasing the pressure - to the oval window at the entrance of the labyrinth and to the perilymph inside. The resulting pressure wave travels into the cochlea,
bending the basilar membrane which separates the cochlea longitudinally and carries the
sensory hair cells. Their excitation is relayed to the brain by the acoustic nerve. Pressure
equalization of the middle ear is possible via the Eustachian tube. The middle-ear muscles
(not shown) can reduce the transmission of the ossicular chain. The second part of the labyrinth is the vestibular organ with its cavities and semicircular channels for sensing motion.
(Modified from ref. 49, used by permission of authors and publisher; original copyright:
Springer-Verlag).

not directly be applied to humans. As animal species for model systems, often
chinchillas, guinea pigs, or cats are selected, thought to be more sensitive than
humans; but also dogs, monkeys, and for blast waves sheep have been used.
Which noises will produce more PTS (for higher level and/or longer duration) can be predicted on the basis of the TTS. There are complicated schemes
to quantitatively estimate PTS from noise via expected TTS, reasoning that
the PTS after 20 years of near-daily exposure is about the same as the TTS
after 8 hours. PTS is thought to be produced by mechanical and metabolic processes damaging the sensory hair cells on the basilar membrane of the
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cochlea. PTS – as well as TTS – is relatively variable between subjects. Usually, it develops first and strongest at 4 kHz, then spreading to lower and
higher frequencies, relatively independent of the noise spectrum at the workplace. There is a considerable amount of literature on all aspects of hearing
damage, such as measuring and documenting it, understanding the physiological mechanisms, estimating the risks quantitatively, recommending limits for
preventive measures, considering acceptable damage, and percentages of people affected. Most concerns are on cumulative effects of many years of exposure as, e.g., in the workplace, where PTS has been found at levels below 80
dB(A), but usually it is the range from 80 to 105 dB(A) that matters. There is,
however, also injury produced by one or a few short-term exposures to strong
sound - this often comes under the name “acoustic trauma.”51 Its inner-ear
effects range from some disarray of the hairs of the hair cells to complete
destruction of the organ of Corti. Secondarily, ganglion cells and nerve fibres
may degenerate.
Figure 2 shows the human hearing threshold and curves of equal perceived loudness from very low to high frequencies.52 As can be seen, perceived
loudness, measured in phones, increases about logarithmically with sound
pressure at each frequency. Also drawn are thresholds for damage effects to
the auditory system which are important for judging acoustic weapons:
♦

Thresholds of hearing hazard – above the first one there is a danger of permanent hearing loss under certain conditions – noise level, duration, number and schedule of exposures, variables of the individual. Close to the
threshold, the duration may amount to several hours of daily exposure
over many years. Above the second threshold, at 120 dB where discomfort
begins, there is a high risk of hearing loss even for short and few exposures (except impulse sounds).

♦

Aural pain – this occurs above about 140 dB (200 Pa) throughout the audio
region. However, in the infrasound range the threshold increases with falling frequencies to 160 and 170 dB (2 and 6 kPa). For static pressure, pain
occurs above about 173 dB (9 kPa) of underpressure and about 177 dB (14
kPa) of overpressure. Pain is thought to occur when the mechanical limits
of the middle-ear system are transcended, and it is not directly connected
to sensitivity or hearing damage: damage can occur without pain and vice
versa. However, under normal conditions exposure should be stopped
when pain is felt.

♦

Eardrum rupture – the threshold is at about 160 dB (2 kPa) in the audio
region. For a step to a static overpressure the threshold is at 186-188 dB
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Figure 2: Threshold of hearing (corresponding to 0 phone), curves of equal perceived
loudness for 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 phones, rms sound pressure (logarithmic scale)
and its level versus frequency. The threshold values are for binaural hearing of pure tones;
monaural perception thresholds are higher. Also given are the thresholds of conditional
(CR) and high (HR) risk of permanent hearing loss (dashed), of aural pain and of eardrum
rupture. The high-risk threshold is also valid for the feeling of discomfort; the threshold for
tickle sensation is slightly below the one for pain. Especially for eardrum rupture, the
threshold is only roughly known. On the left, pain and eardrum rupture thresholds are
shown for static pressure. For pain, the values for over- (pos.) and underpressure (neg.) are
slightly different. Note that normal atmospheric pressure is 101 kPa.53

(42- 55 kPa peak). Even though membrane ruptures usually heal, damage
to the middle and inner ear may remain. However, rupture serves as a
kind of fuse, reducing the pressure transmitted to the inner ear, and thus
the potentially permanent inner-ear damage.
Vestibular System
The vestibular system of the inner ear contains cavities (utricle and saccule)
with sensors for linear accelerations and three semicircular channels for sensing angular accelerations. The vestibular system causes – via several, mostly
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sub-conscious channels in the central nervous system – eye movements and
postural changes, and provides perception of motion and orientation. The vestibular system is one of the sensor modalities responsible for motion sickness
(the other two, the visual and somatosensory systems, are less relevant in the
present context).
The liquids (endolymph and perilymph) in the vestibular organs are connected to those in the spiral cochlea. Thus, acoustic stimulation of the balance
organs is possible in principle, and this would be the mechanism for the
alleged production of vertigo and nausea by infrasound. Effects and thresholds observed with humans and animals are discussed below for the different
frequency ranges.

Effects of Low-Frequency Sound
In the 1960s and 1970s there was a wave of ascribing exaggerated effects to
infrasound, not only in the general press.54 Much of this was anecdotal. In
some cases, effects observed in one laboratory could not be reproduced in
another. One reason may be production of harmonics in test systems.
Hearing Threshold and Loudness Perception at Low Frequencies
Hearing does not abruptly stop below 20 Hz. As careful measurements have
shown, with high enough sound pressure the ear can register infrasound down
to about 1 Hz. However, below about 50 Hz the hearing threshold increases
steeply with falling frequency, as evident in figure 2.55 At lower frequencies,
the equal-loudness curves lie much closer; this means that loudness perception increases much faster with sound pressure level than at higher frequencies. Also the pain threshold is closer to the hearing threshold at low
frequencies.
High-Intensity Effects of Low-Frequency Sound on Ear and Hearing
The human auditory system seems to be relatively tolerant of low-frequency
exposure, especially with infrasound where even at very high levels only some
TTS and no PTS occurs (table 2). Infrasound even reduces TTS from high-frequency noise because (quasi-)static loading of the middle ear reduces its transmission to the inner ear. It is likely that PTS observed, e.g., in people exposed
to low-frequency noise at the workplace is mainly due to higher frequencies
also present.
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Table 2: Auditory effects of low frequency sound in humans. Note that chinchillas,
much more sensitive in the audible range, showed clear middle and inner ear
damage after exposures to frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz at levels 150-172 dB.
Frequency /Hz

Level / dB

Duration

Effect

<1 - 20

125-171

minutes

often TTS at audio frequencies, recovery within 1/2 hr

3 or 23

130

1h

no TTS

Low audible

90

many
hours

TTS, recovery after up to 2
days

≤ 40

140-150

0.5-2 min

no PTS

Infrasound part (c. 5 Hz)

165 peak

0.4 s

no TTS

High-frequency part
(0.5-1 kHz)

153 rms

0.4 s

TTS 5-8 dB at 1.5-12 kHz

Both parts together

c. 170 peak

0.4 s

TTS 2-3 dB at 1.5-12 kHz

Sonic boom
(mainly 2-20 Hz)

162-171 peak

seconds

no PTS

Simulated airbag
inflation:

Of course, threshold shifts are not immediately felt by the individual and are
thus irrelevant as weapons effects, at least as far as the weapon designers and
users are concerned. More relevant will be a pressure sensation, which develops at about 130 dB, independent of frequency. Even more impressive will be
pain in the ear which sets in between 135 and 162 dB depending on frequency,
see figure 2. The human eardrum ruptures above 42-55 kPa static pressure
change (186-189 dB). Since for audio frequencies, the threshold is assumed to
be well over 160 dB (2 kPa), infrasound should lie somewhere in between.57
High-Intensity Effects of Low-Frequency Sound on the Vestibular System
Vestibular excitation can be measured by reflexively produced eye movements
(nystagmus) or, with humans, by performance in balancing tests. Neither in
animals nor in humans were effects observed from infrasound at 130 to 172
dB. Thus, the vertigo and nausea effects in the journalistic articles ascribed to
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intense infrasound cannot be confirmed. On the other hand, low audio frequencies of 50-100 Hz at 150 to 155 dB caused mild nausea and giddiness.
High-Intensity Effects of Low-Frequency Sound on the Respiratory Organs
Strong infrasound of 0.5 Hz can act like artificial respiration. Exposure to
sonic booms (main energy in the infrasound region) between 154 dB (1.0 kPa)
and 171 dB (6.9 kPa peak) did not lead to adverse effects on the human respiratory system.
In the low audio frequency region below 50 Hz, exposure to levels up to
150 dB (0.63 kPa) caused chest-wall vibration and some respiratory-rhythm
changes in human subjects, together with sensations of hypopharyngeal fullness (gagging); these effects were felt as unpleasant, but clearly tolerable.
Between 50 and 100 Hz, however, subjective tolerance was reached and exposure discontinued at 150 to 155 dB (0.63 to 1.1 kPa); respiration-related
effects included subcostal discomfort, coughing, severe substernal pressure,
choking respiration, and hypopharyngeal discomfort.58
Other High-Intensity Effects of Low-Frequency Sound
Several other effects were observed during exposure to intense low-frequency
(30 to 100 Hz) sound at levels around 150 dB. Among these were increased
pulse rates, cutaneous flushing, salivation and pain on swallowing. The visual
field vibrated and acuity was reduced. Subjects showed marked fatigue after
exposure. On the other hand, brief infrasound had no effect on visual acuity,
motor tasks and speech production.
Vibration Considerations
It is sometimes maintained that infrasound sets organs in motion similarly to
external vibration applied to the body. Whereas there are similarities, there
are also important differences.
For vertical vibratory excitation of a standing or sitting human body,
below 2 Hz the body moves as a whole. Above, amplification by resonances
occurs with frequencies depending on body parts, individuals, and posture. A
main resonance is at about 5 Hz where greatest discomfort is caused; the reason is in-phase movement of all organs in the abdominal cavity with consequent variation of the lung volume and chest wall.59
Conditions are different when slow air pressure variations impinge on the
human body. At low frequencies where the body dimensions are smaller than
the wavelength, e.g., above 2 m for frequencies below 170 Hz, the same
momentary pressure applies everywhere, and the tissue behaves as a viscoelastic fluid with much lower compressibility than air.60 This produces some
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vibration, but due to the large impedance mismatch nearly all energy is
reflected. The exceptions are where enclosed air volumes render the body surface softer, as in the ear, where 90 % of the impinging energy is absorbed, or at
the lungs, where the chest wall or the abdomen can move more easily if external pressure/force is applied. Because the external pressure simultaneously
produces air flow through the trachea into and out of the lungs, the inner pressure counteracts the chest wall and abdomen movements. The system acts
much more stiffly than with unidirectional vibratory excitation, and the resonance (with the highest velocities per sound pressure and thus highest tissue
strains) is at 40 to 60 Hz instead of one tenth of that value.

Effects of High-Intensity High-Frequency Audio Sound
Effects on Ear and Hearing
PTS is mainly seen and studied with occupational exposure over a decade and
more, from weighted levels of below 80 dB(A) to usually less than 120 dB(A).
The sensitivity to TTS and PTS follows roughly the loudness contours. In the
present context, however, the questions relate to short exposures at potentially higher levels.
Concerning the danger of permanent damage from a single or few exposures (acoustic trauma), there are understandably not many experimental
studies with humans. In order to estimate expected effects one can evaluate
related TTS experiments, use damage criteria gained from the parallelism
between TTS and PTS, and draw cautious conclusions from animal experiments. Table 3 shows that short exposures at high levels need not produce
PTS in humans. Table 4 shows the results of PTS experiments on animals.
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Table 3: Auditory effects of high-frequency audio sound on humans. At higher
audio frequencies, humans are much less susceptible than around 1 kHz.
Frequency
/ kHz

Level / dB

Duration

0.1, 1, 2, 4

110, 120, 130

0.25 - 5.6

up to > 140

many
seconds

Broadband noise
(0.5-1 kHz, simulated airbag
inflation)

153 rms

0.4 s

Jet afterburner
noise

> 140

seconds at
a time

9 - 15

140 - 156

5 min

TTS

PTS

Remarks

1 - 64 min strongest at
no
4 kHz, much evidence
less at 1
and 2 kHz,
even less at
0.5 kHz;
recovery
from 60 dB
TTS in up to
5 days

TTS 4-8 dB
at 1.5-12
kHz, vanished after
minutes

obviously
none

testing for tickle
and pain
thresholds

none

young,
healthy men

no consisflight-deck/
tent PTS
airfield ground
after sevpersonnel
eral months
TTS at exposure frequencies
and half of
those, fast
recovery

none
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Table 4: PTS and physiological damage produced by high-frequency audio sound
in animals. With the cat experiments, at all frequencies a 10-dB increase marked
the transition from minimal to severe destruction in the cochlea.
Animal

Frequency / kHz Level / dB

Chinchilla
Guinea pig

Cat

Duration

PTS

Physiological
damage

~ 120

~1h

damage to
hair cells, etc.

135-140

few minutes

severe hair
cell injury

>40

few minutes

organ of Corti
destroyed at
respective
most affected
site

150

4h

none

153-158

4h

partially/
fully deaf

120

1h

none

130

1h

55 dB at
2kHz

140

1h

deaf
at all
frequencies

2.0

140

1h

deaf at
≥ 2 kHz

4.0

135

1h

none

140

1h

60 dB at 4
kHz

0.19 -8.0

0.125

1.0

hair cell losses
in generalparalell to
functional
deficiencies

Acoustic trauma for short exposures occurs above some critical combination of level and duration which corresponds to a kind of “elastic limit” of the
organ of Corti. In chinchilla and guinea pig experiments extensive damage
was about the same if the duration times the intensity squared was constant,
i.e., for each 5 dB level increase the duration has to be divided by 10. Assuming the same law to hold for humans, and taking the critical value separating
some hearing loss from acoustic trauma from guinea pigs which are closer to
the human sensitivity, e.g., 7 minutes of 135 dB, one would arrive at alternative combinations of 40 s exposure to 140 dB, 4 seconds to 145 dB, and 0.4 seconds to 150 dB.61 Thus it seems advisable to assume that a singular exposure
at the pain threshold in the audio range (140 dB) will become dangerous, i.e.,
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produce marked PTS in the majority of the people affected, after about half a
minute, and above that at progressively shorter intervals.
Eardrum rupture at high audio frequencies is expected above a threshold
of over 160 dB (2 kPa).62
Non-Auditory Effects of High-Intensity High-Frequency Audio Sound
Vestibular responses in humans are elicited by audio sound above about 125
dB. At levels about 140 dB near jet engines, an equilibrium disturbance was
felt at critical rotation rates. Though these authors quote several oral communications about similar effects and though they themselves have been quoted
often, it seems that the conditions and causes have not been analyzed thoroughly.63 High-level effects in animals range from eye movements to severe
lesions in the vestibular organs. With high-frequency audio sound, no adverse
effects on respiration are to be expected, since the pressure changes occur
much too fast for significant motion of either body walls and organs, or the air
in the trachea. However, resonances in the opened mouth, the nasal cavities or
sinuses may produce a sense of touch or tickling above 120 dB.
At levels of 160 dB and higher, heating becomes relevant. Whereas absorption is small on naked skin due to the impedance mismatch, it becomes strong
wherever strong friction impedes the air movement, as in textiles, hair, fur, or
narrow ducts. Since levels above 140 dB in the high-frequency audio region
are extremely rare, and people in the workplace need to be protected because
of their ears in the first place, it seems that auditory as well as non-auditory
injury due to such noise has practically not been described.64

Effects of High-Intensity Ultrasound
Around 1950, there was increased talk and fear of “ultrasonic sickness” connected with symptoms of headache, nausea, fatigue etc. experienced by personnel working in the vicinity of the newly-introduced jet aircraft. Later,
similar complaints came from people working with washers and other ultrasound equipment in industry. It seems, however, that these effects were rather
caused by high- and sometimes low-frequency audio noise simultaneously
present.
Auditory Effects of Strong Ultrasound
The upper threshold of hearing varies between subjects and decreases with
age. Whereas using bone conduction aural effects can be elicited, airborne
ultrasound (above 20 kHz) cannot be heard by nearly all people and does not
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have a marked effect on the human ear. When subjects were exposed to the
high audio frequency of 17 kHz and ultrasound ones of 21 to 37 kHz at levels
as high as 148 to 154 dB, there was some TTS at the first sub-harmonics (half
frequency) and, for the higher two excitation frequencies, also at the second
ones. These shifts vanished rapidly and no PTS remained.
Considering the non-linear production of sub-harmonics observed in electrophysiological recordings from guinea pigs and chinchillas, an extension of
damage-risk criteria to the ultrasound region was proposed with a limit of 110
dB.
Non-Auditory Effects of Strong Ultrasound
In an analysis of ultrasonic washers and drills, in the vicinity of which workers had experienced fatigue, headaches, tinnitus, and nausea, it turned out
that there were considerable levels at audible frequencies as well which were
identified as the probable causes. No vestibular effects were reported with the
TTS tests at up to 154 dB. Respiratory effects are again not to be expected
because of the fast pressure changes.
At extreme levels, close to a siren of maximum 160-165 dB, tickling in
mouth and nose was observed with ultrasound as with high-frequency audio
sound. For such levels, as with high audio frequencies, heating will occur
mostly in narrow passages and other places of high friction.65 Above, heating
will be felt at naked skin as well.

Impulse-Noise and Blast-Wave Effects
Impulse noise occurs with shooting or in industry, see table 5. Here it is particularly noteworthy that overpressures produced by toy weapons or firecrackers
are in the same range as those of real rifles or those experienced by artillery
gun crews. The durations and thus pulse energies may differ, though.
In explosions, overpressures can reach many times the normal atmospheric pressure. The pressure time course is usually that of a strong-shock
wave, i.e., a fast increase and then a slower, more or less linear decrease via a
negative phase to ambient pressure. However, whenever there are walls,
reverberations will occur, increasing the duration and energy to which the ear
is exposed.
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Table 5: Peak pressure values of several sources of impulse noise, measured at
(potential) ear positions (of worker, marksman or gun crew). Note that normal
atmospheric pressure is 101 kPa.
Source

Peak overpressure / kPa

Peak level/ dB

Drop forge

0.11

135

Shooting bolts into walls, 80
cm

0.63

150

8 toy pistol types, 50 cm

0.63-2.0

150-160

3 toy paper-cap gun types, 30 0.89
cm

153

8 firecracker types, 3 m

0.063-63

130-190

Sonic boom low-flying
aircraft (N wave)

2.4-6.9

162-171

Pistol

5.0

168

Rifle

1.7

159

4 rifles

1.78-8.43

159-173

Automatic rifle

7.2

171

Field cannon 105

50.3

188.0

17 Pdr. T/A gun

54

188.6

3 inch mortar short

58

189.2

Auditory Effects of Impulse Noise
Exposure to impulse noise causes similar effects as continuous noise: at lower
levels there is a TTS, first at 4-6 kHz. For repeated exposure over long time,
this may develop into PTS and deteriorate by involving a wider frequency
band. At higher levels, permanent damage may ensue even from one or a few
events. With impulses the individual susceptibility varies even more than
with continuous noise. This is demonstrated in the first entries of table 6
which shows TTS and PTS data from humans. Ear pain may occur already at
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0.36 kPa overpressure (145 dB), however, there are cases of no pain even when
both eardrums were ruptured. Table 7 gives results from animal experiments.
With impulse noise, TTS often increased in the first hours after exposure.
Table 6: Auditory effects of impulse noise and blast waves on humans.
Peak
level / dB

Pulse
duration

Number
of pulses

TTS

PTS

Remarks

140

2 ms

75

40 dB at 4 kHz

none

most sensitive
subject

155

2 ms

75

< 40 dB at 4 kHz none

least sensitive
subject

159

rifle shots

30 - 80, recovery none
in up to 6 days

marksman
position

189

gun shots

30 - 80, recovery none
in up to 6 days

gun-crew
position

180-183

blank shot

30 - 80, recovery none
in up to 6 days

ear near rifle
muzzle

186-189

3" mortar

first shot

max. 75 dB at
5.8 kHz

monaural exposure - pain, tinnitus

second
shot after
80 min.

recovery up to
5.8 kHz in 2
months

Firecracker
0.5 m from
ear

1

50 dB at 8.2 eardrum rupand 9.7 kHz ture, bleeding

60-80 dB at
≥ 3 kHz

male student

150-160 at toy weapons
0.5 m

with 2 - 5 % of
population
(600)

with 2.5 % of village festival in
population, India
mean 29 dB
at 4 kHz

130-190
at 3 m

firecrackers

with 2 - 5 % of
population
(600)

with 2.5 % of village festival in
population, India
mean 29 dB
at 4 kHz

162-171

40-400 ms

many

none

sonic-boom N
waves
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Table 7: TTS, PTS, and physiological damage produced by impulse noise in animals
Animal

Peak
level / dB

Number
of pulses

Pulse
duration

TTS

Rhesus
monkey

168

2

60 µ s pos., 33 dB
some
100 ms
median at
neg. press. 14 kHz

10 - 20
more

PTS

Physiological
damage

up to 15
local or
dB median extended
loss of hair
cells

Chinchilla

131, 135,
139, 147

1, 10, 100

~ 5 ms
(reverberant)

Guinea
pig

153

500

35 µ s pos.
press.
(toy cap
gun)

15 - 90 dB
mean

0-45 dB
mean

hair cell
losses
roughly parallel to PTS
local hair cell
damage as
from 125-130
dB of 2 kHz
for 4 h

When considering safe exposures to impulse noise, the peak level, duration, spectral content, pause interval, and number of impulses have to be
taken into account. As a criterion for short impulses, a peak level of 162 dB
(2.5 kPa) has been given.66
Concerning higher overpressures from explosions, experiences exist with
humans who suffered from war, bombings, and, rarely, industry accidents;
experiments have been done on preparations from human cadavers and with
animals. The overpressure threshold for eardrum rupture has been given as
35 kPa (peak level 185 dB) (table 8). Only at shorter durations will the inertia
of the eardrum and middle ear play a role to withstand higher pressures.
Among the victims of bomb blasts there is a high incidence of eardrum
rupture. Fracture or displacement of the middle-ear ossicles is rare. Hearing
loss, pain, tinnitus, and vertigo are the most common symptoms; the latter
may often have to do with direct head injury. Smaller eardrum ruptures heal
to a large extent. The other symptoms usually decrease over time as well, but
often a permanent hearing loss remains.
In animals, eardrum rupture from blasts has been studied for decades,
using atmospheric nuclear explosions, shock tubes, or live ammunition. Peak
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overpressures for dogs, sheep, pigs, and monkeys are similar to those of
humans.
Table 8: Severe damage to humans by strong-shock waves, e.g., from blasts (fast
pressure rise, then about linear decrease with the duration given). For each effect,
three pressures are shown: the threshold below which the effect will not occur, the
level where the damage is expected to affect 50% of the exposed persons, and
the 100% level. The pressures are the peak effective overpressures (free-field if
parallel, free-field plus dynamic if perpendicular incidence, and reflected if in front
of a large surface). Due to variability and - in the case of humans - non-availability
of experiments, ranges are given instead of fixed values. For repeated exposure,
damage thresholds are lower. For shorter durations, thresholds are higher. Note that
normal atmospheric pressure is 101 kPa corresponding to 194 dB peak level.
Damage

Threshold
overpressure / kPa

Overpressure for 50
% incidence / kPa

Overpressure for
100 % incidence /
kPa

Eardrum rupture
fast rising, duration 3 35
and 400 ms

105

slowly rising/static

~150

42-55

Lung rupture

“severe”

“severe”

duration 3 ms

260-340

680

680

duration 400 ms

83-103

260

260

duration 3 ms

770-1100

1100-1500

1500-2100

duration 400 ms

260-360

360-500

500-690

Death

Non-Auditory Effects of Impulse Noise
Vestibular effects of impulse noise were observed with humans as well as with
animals. Guinea pigs exposed to rifle shots showed not only severe damage in
the cochlear organ of Corti, but also lesions in the vestibular end organs, even
though the animals had not shown marked signs of vestibular disturbance.
With soldiers suffering from hearing loss due to exposure to firearms as well
as with bomb victims, vestibular damage was found. There are, however, several ways of compensating for a loss of vestibular-organ sensitivity.
The organ second most sensitive to blast is the lung with the upper respiratory tract. As a marker for the threshold of unsafe levels, the occurrence of
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petechiae (bleeding from very small lesions of capillaries, harmless and selfhealing) in the respiratory tract has been proposed; these occur at tens of kilopascals (about 180 dB peak level). With higher pressures, however, large hemorrhages form not only in the tracheae, but also in the lung, due to contusion.
Tissue tears may lead to large-scale bleeding or edema in the lung and to air
emboli which eventually can cause death by suffocation or obstruction of blood
vessels. With sheep exposed to shock waves between 86 and 159 kPa (193-198
dB) and about 5 ms duration, lung injury ranged from moderate to strong, but
still sub-lethal. Estimates of overpressures for human lung damage and death
are given in table 8.67
Table 9: Simplified summary of the threshold sound levels in dB for various effects
relevant for acoustic weapons in the different frequency ranges (rms levels) and for
blast waves (peak levels). Note that the levels are approximate, that the effects
change smoothly with frequency and depend on duration, and that there is wide
invidual variability. For details, see the respective subsections in the text and the
references given there. k: kilo (1000).
Range

Frequency
/ Hz

Ear pain

PTS from
short
exposure

Eardrum
rupture

Transient
vestibular
effects

Respiratory
organs

Infrasound 1 - 20

160 .. 140
(1 .. 20 Hz)

none up
to 170

>170

none up
to 170

none up to
170

Low audio 20 - 250

135 - 140

none up
to 150

160

150
mild nausea

150
intolerable
sensations

High audio 250 - 8 k

140

120 .. 135 160
.. 150
1 h .. 7 min
.. 0.4 s
strongest
at 1-4 kHz

140
slight
equilibrium disturbance

140 tickling in
mouth etc.
160 heating

Very high 8 k - 20 k/
audio/
> 20 k
ultrasound

140

none up
to 156

?

none up
to 154

140 tickling in
mouth etc.
160 heating

Blast wave -

145

150 - 160

185

160

200 lung
rupture
210 death
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Production of Strong Sound
Whereas sources of audio sound are well known, this is much less so for
sources of low-frequency sound, and in particular of infrasound, which occurs
at surprisingly high levels in everyday life. Thus several low-frequency
sources are described first. Then, strong sources potentially usable for weapons are discussed.

Sources of Low-Frequency Sound
Infrasound proper is produced naturally by sea waves, avalanches, wind turbulence in mountains, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, etc. Whereas such
waves are only very slightly absorbed and - augmented by high reflection at
the ground and a refracting channel in the atmosphere - can travel thousands
of kilometers, the pressures and frequencies are such that humans do not hear
them, and all the more are not negatively affected. Thunder has time-varying
spectral peaks from infrasound to low-audio sound and can of course be heard.
Wind gusts can produce quite high dynamic pressures; from the expression for
the dynamic pressure
2

pd = ρ0 v ⁄ 2

(3)

(the air density at sea level is ρ 0=1.2 kg/m3), it follows that for a peak wind
speed of v =10 m/s the peak pressure is 65 Pa, corresponding to a level of 130
dB; with gale speed of 40 m/s, 1.04 kPa or 154 dB results. That such pressure
fluctuations do not produce pain is due to the fact that wind varies on a time
scale of seconds, i.e., with frequencies below or about 1 Hz.
Human-produced infrasound can have comparable or even higher amplitudes.
Diving into water of density ρ W to a depth of ∆ h=2 m increases the pressure
according to
∆ρ = ρ W g ∆h

(4)

(g=9.81 m/s2 is the gravity acceleration at sea level) by ∆ p=19.6 kPa (level 180
dB) within a second or so.68 Blowing into another’s ear can produce 170 dB.
Even running produces considerable amplitudes; applying (4) with an rms
head motion amplitude of ∆ h=0.1 m and the density of air ρ 0 results in 1.3 Pa
(level 96 dB).
Whereas these examples have dominant frequencies around or below 1
Hz, sounds from jet aircraft, rockets or airbag inflation reach up to and into
the audio range.
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Lower levels are produced by wind turbines, air conditioning and ventilation, and inside cars or trucks; opening a window produces a marked increase
in the infrasound region. In industry, low-frequency sound is produced by compressors, crushers, furnaces etc. In the engine room of ships, high levels have
been found.
Finally, blast waves need to be mentioned. Their overpressure amplitude
can be arbitrarily high, whereas the following negative wave is of course limited to the negative atmospheric pressure (101 kPa at sea level).69
In order to test effects of low-frequency sound, special test equipment has
been developed. For testing only the ears, low-frequency 15-W 30-cm loudspeakers have been tightly fitted with a plate; a hole connected this to the ear
defender of a headset. Thus, levels up to 140 dB (400 Pa) were achieved.70
In order to test whole-body exposure, several test chambers of 1-2 m3 volume have been built. Here also sealing is necessary to prevent pressure equalization with the outside at wave-lengths larger than the chamber dimension.
One chamber working with six 0.46-m loudspeakers achieved 140 dB (200
Pa).71 However, speakers provide only limited travel (1 cm or less) of their
membranes. Stronger pressure variation is possible with pistons driven, e.g.,
hydraulically. For example, the Dynamic Pressure Chamber built at the
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, U.S., has one piston of 0.46 and
another of 1.83 m diameter and 12 cm maximum travel; this can achieve pressure levels of 172 dB (8.0 kPa) from 0.5 to 10 Hz, falling to 158 dB (1.6 kPa) at
30 Hz.72 Note that the same piston, when working into free air at 10 Hz, is
equivalent to a spherical source of only 82 Pa rms pressure (132 dB) at 1 m
radius; at 1 Hz, 0.82 Pa (92 dB) would remain, with 6 dB decrease per doubling of distance.73 This demonstrates the difficulty of producing low-frequency sound of high intensity in free air, and shows why tight closure of the
test chambers is required.
Table 10 lists several sources of low-frequency sound.
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Table 10: Sources of low-frequency sound, dominant frequency range, and sound
pressure level at typical distance (o.c.: own calculations).
Source

Dominant frequency
range / Hz

Sound pressure
level / dB

Ref.

Geophysical

< 0.01-10

54 - 104

74

Thunder at 1 km

< 4 - 125

< 114

75

Wind fluctuations

~1

up to > 160

o.c.

Running

<2

95

76

Blowing into
another’s ear

~ 0.5

170

76

Diving to 2 m of water

~1

180

76

Wind turbine, 150 m
downwind

2 - 10

80

77

Ventilation/air conditioning

1 - 20

60 - 90

77

Industry

5 - 100

70 - 110

78

In car
(window closed)

5 - 100

100

78

In car (window open)

1 - 30

120

78

Jet aircraft (under10 - sev. 1000
neath flight path at airport)

135

79

Jet engine with afterburner
(at runway margin)

20 - 800

148

80

Large rocket, crew
compartment

10 - 2000

135

81

Large rocket at 1.6 km

1 - 200

130

82

Sonic booms

1 - 100

120 - 160

83

Airbag inflation

~ 5 / 500 - 1000

Ship engine room

170

84

133

85

Blast wave

< 1 - 100

unlimited

Loudspeaker
headset

1 - 200

146

70

Whole-body
chamber,
loudspeakers

2 - 100

140

71

Whole-body
chamber, piston

0.5 - 10/30

172/158

72
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Acoustic Sources Potentially Usable for Weapons
Strong sounds can of course be produced by loudspeakers connected to amplifiers.86 Providing enough electrical power requires a generator or heavy batteries, and achieving very high levels outdoors needs very large banks of
speakers. Typical maximum electrical powers fed to one speaker are a few 100
W, of which only 1 or 2 per cent are converted to acoustic power, due to the
membrane-air impedance mismatch.87 Better efficiencies (10 to 50 %) are possible with (exponential or other) horns in front of the speaker which also
improve directivity. For low frequency, horns have to be large.88
The main advantage of loudspeakers, namely their capability to emit a
broad range of frequencies without large distortion, may not be needed for
acoustical weapons, however. If just loud noise is to be produced, there are
simpler possibilities, e.g., a siren or a whistle. Table 11 lists such sources with
their properties.
In a siren, an air flow is periodically opened and blocked by a rotor the
holes of which pass holes in a stator. Whereas early types had efficiencies of 1
- 2 per cent, already in 1941 a model was built which produced about 37 kW
acoustical power (at 460 Hz) from 52 kW air flow power, i.e., with about 70%
efficiency. This device - with its 71 kW and 15 kW combustion engines for the
compressor and rotor, respectively - was mounted on a small truck; the six
exponential horns of combined diameter 0.71 m provided a direction pattern
with half-pressure angle of about 40° from the axis, about fitting to diffraction
of the 0.75-m wavelength. With pressure levels above 170 dB in the horns, the
wooden horns used first were destroyed during the first 5-minute test and had
to be replaced by ones made of steel. With propagation in open terrain and a
1.42 m wide extension horn, an approximate 1/r decrease of the maximum
pressure – due to spherical propagation – was observed to more than 500 m
distance; on-axis levels were 137 dB, about the pain threshold for the unprotected ear, at 30 m and 127 dB at 100 m.89
Whereas somewhat more compact siren designs at the same power level
are certainly possible, the input power required, the limits on flow and pressure within the siren and the size of the horns for impedance matching and
achieving directivity for frequencies up to hundreds of Hertz result in sizes of
1 meter and more – the larger, the deeper the frequency. The device will
require at least a pickup truck for mobility.
Sirens can also be used to produce high-frequency sound, up to the ultrasonic region. For example, with a device of 0.3 m size and 25 kg mass (without
compressor) working with 200 kPa overpressure and an air flow of 0.1 m3/s,
levels of 160-165 dB with more than 2 kW of acoustic power were produced at
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3 to 20 kHz, at an efficiency of 20%.90 Another device produced about 160 dB
at low ultrasonic frequencies and more than 140 dB at 150 kHz; higher levels
were possible in the audio range.91
The siren principle – modulation of an air flow by opening and closing of
holes – can also be used to produce sound of arbitrary waveforms. One example of such an infrasound-capable siren speaker is the Mobile Acoustic Source
System (MOAS) which the National Center for Physical Acoustics at the University of Mississippi built for the Battlefield Environment Directorate of the
U.S. Army Research Laboratory.92 This unique system can provide 20 kW of
acoustic power through an exponential horn of 17 m length and 2.3 m maximum diameter; the cutoff frequency is 10 Hz. It is mounted together with the
115 kW Diesel compressor on a telescoping semi-trailor. Here, a cylinder with
slits on the circumference is moved electrodynamically past corresponding
slits on a fixed cylinder, thus the air stream can be modulated by the current
in the driving voice coil. From 63 to 500 Hz the on-axis frequency response is
essentially flat, about 152 dB at 1 m radius for an equivalent point source;
below, it falls to about 130 dB at 1 m at 10 Hz. From the first number, one can
compute that the on-axis level decreases below 137 dB, about the pain threshold for unprotected ears, at 5.6 m from the assumed point source (located in
the centre of the horn opening), i.e., already in the immediate vicinity.93 The
120 dB range is 40 m. For infrasound, the increasing pain threshold and
decreasing horn efficiency combine to prevent ear pain even close to the
mouth, again demonstrating the difficulty of producing very high low-frequency amplitudes in free air. The main purpose of the MOAS is to test atmospheric propagation over many kilometers; another one is to simulate vehicle
noise. The strong non-linearity in the device does not hamper these applications.
Periodic strong low-frequency air vibration can also be produced aerodynamically, by non-linear production of turbulence interacting with resonators,
as in organ pipes and whistles. In the Galton whistle an air flow from an annular orifice hits a sharp circular edge inside of which is a cylindrical resonating
volume. This whistle type has been used to produce frequencies from infrasound to ultrasound, mainly depending on the resonator size. Some variation
of resonance frequency is possible by adjusting the length of the cavity. In the
region 40 to 200 Hz, other whistle types have produced higher acoustic powers, up to the kilowatts range, with sizes on the order of 1 meter.94 Infrasound
would require much larger resonators (frequency scales inversely with resonator length) and compressor powers (scaling with air flow area).
For high audio frequencies and ultrasound, Galton whistles are less powerful than Hartmann whistles, where the annular orifice is replaced by an
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open nozzle. These produce frequencies from several kHz to about 120 kHz;
modified versions have achieved up to about 2 kW at 4 to 8 kHz at efficiencies
of up to 30%. Using a parabolic reflector of 200 mm diameter, a beam width
(full width at half maximum pressure) of about 30° was achieved. For ultrasound, using multi-whistles up to 600 W were achieved with about 10 and 33
kHz.95
In order to produce high-power ultrasound in air, piezoelectric transducers
vibrating larger disks can be used. With one design, a stepped-thickness disk
to achieve in-phase emission despite nodal circles, sound levels above 160 dB
(2 kPa) were reached in front of the 20 cm diameter disk; it had to be watercooled to avoid breaking. The efficiency was about 80%, the sound power up to
about 200 W. The resonance bandwidth was only a few Hz. The half-intensity
beam width was 5° (about fitting to linear diffraction), and the on-axis level
had decreased to 150 dB (0.63 kPa) at 1 m distance.96 Thus, at 10 m 130 dB
(63 Pa) would result in the case of linear propagation, with an additional
attenuation by 8 dB (factor 0.4 in pressure) due to absorption. However, shock
would set in at about 0.1 m, increasing the losses.97 In an experiment, with a
level at the source of 153 dB (0.89 kPa) only about 123 dB (28 Pa) remained at
5.7 m distance.98
Finally, there is the possibility to produce a shock pulse by an explosive
blast. In the case of spherical propagation even a sizable charge of 1 kg TNT
may produce ear pain to about 200 m, whereas injury or fatality is expected
only to a few meters.99 The latter use would of course represent a traditional
weapon and damage mechanism (note that in many weapons the lethality
radius against persons is increased beyond the one due to blast by packing
shrapnel around the explosive). Utilizing the ear pain mechanism with a
spherically expanding shock would be problematic for several reasons. With
regard to the effect, because the user needs to be protected, which is done best
by distance, the charge is usually thrown before it is ignited. Since each
charge would produce just one pulse, it could be necessary to repeat the use
often. Seen from a viewpoint of humanitarian law or of non-lethality, on the
other hand, there is the danger that the aiming is not exact and the charge
explodes too close to someone, causing permanent injury or death. There may
be an exception with very small charges, which could be used to cause surprise
and confusion, especially within closed rooms. But here the visual effects of
the accompanying light flash may even be more important, and such weapons
are already in use. With very small charges (grams to tens of grams), there is
also the principal possibility of a rifle-like weapon shooting explosive bullets
to some distance (see below). If the explosion does not occur in free air, but in
some open cavity or tube, resonance can intensify a certain frequency range.
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A new perspective on shock-wave weapons would exist if it were possible
to direct the shock, avoiding spherical distribution of the energy released, and
so having only to deal with, e.g., 1/r decrease with distance – due to shock
heating of the air – in the theoretical case of a beam of constant width. In the
absence of published data, some speculation is justified for a preliminary analysis. Conceivably, the spherically expanding shock wave from an explosion
could be caught in surrounding tubes, the other ends of which would be bundled in parallel in a circular, approximately planar transmitting area. By suitable bends, the tube lengths would vary in such a way that the individual
shock waves would arrive about simultaneously at the openings, there combining to a common large shock wave which would start with an approximately planar front. This would be equivalent to a homogeneous layer of
explosive on the emitting area ignited nearly simultaneously everywhere. The
explosive layer could of course also be formed by, e.g., gasoline mixed with air,
sprayed from small nozzles, ignited by an array of spark plugs. The main
question here is how far the beam radius would remain the same, or how soon
spherical spreading – with the accompanying shock 1/r3 decrease with distance – would set in. However, strong shock waves expanding into free air suffer from diffraction from the beginning, even though modified by the pressure
dependence of speed.100 Thus, it seems that although some concentration of
the energy into a cone may be possible, spherical propagation will hold from a
distance several times the source diameter. More definite statements require a
detailed study.
One can also speculate what would happen if such explosions - with initially planar, bounded wave fronts – were produced repeatedly. In analogy
with combustion engines, where many thousands of ignitions can occur per
minute in each cylinder, frequencies of 100 Hz are conceivable with liquid fuel,
with micromechanical valves etc. potentially much higher values. Of course,
cooling, withstanding the overpressure pulse, and the recoil will present formidable, but solvable, engineering problems. Estimates show that megawatt
power,101 source levels around 180 dB (tens of kPa pressure, still marginally
in the weak-shock region with nearly symmetric waveforms) are possible with
a fuel consumption of tens of grams per second, comparable to a tank
engine.102
After the first shock, each sufficient one would propagate in already
heated gas with a correspondingly higher speed. Thus, later shocks would continuously reach and replenish the first front. As there would be some decrease
of pressure and temperature away from the beam axis, following wave fronts
would become more forward-dented and would suffer more from diffraction
loss away from the axis. Quantitative estimates of the overpressure decrease
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with the distance and angle from the axis require much more clarification by
the developers of such systems and/or a detailed theoretical study.103
In order to overcome the amplitude decrease with distance, one can also
use a small source which is moved close to the target. The principle is exemplified by exploding or whistling firecrackers. The latter could contain a whistle
or siren, driven by a pressurized-gas container or a gas generator (as, e.g., in
an airbag), and could work for many tens of seconds up to minutes, depending
on size.
With a mass of hundreds of grams, both types could be thrown by hand or
shot by a rifle; heavier “sound grenades” could be shot by a larger (air) gun.104
Table 11: Strong sound sources potentially usable for acoustic weapons. The values given are
typical or apply to a specific device (notional for the hypothetical repetitive-blast device). k:
kilo (1000); o.c.: own calculations. Note that in case of very high levels close to the source, at
high audible or ultrasound frequencies non-linear effects will lead to strong absorption and
fast decrease of pressure level with distance.

Source

Diameter of
emitting
area / m

Frequency /
Hz

Acoustic
Power /
kW

Sound
pressure
level / dB

At
distance
/m

Ref.

Large siren

1.4

200 - 600

37

137

30

89

Small siren

0.3

3 k -20 k

2

165

close

90 91

Large air2.3
flow-modulation speaker

10 - 500

20

126

27

92

Giant whistle 0.2

40 - 200

several

160

close

94

Hartmann
whistle

4k-8k
20 k

2
0.6

160

close

95

Piezoelectric 0.2
transducer
with disk

20 k

0.2

160

close

96 98

Explosive
blast

< 1 - 100

unlimited

unlimited

100

1000

180

close

o.c.

0.2

1

Hypothetical 1
repetitive
blast

In conclusion, it is possible to construct strong sources of low-frequency
sound which can be tuned to some extent, or which can deliver arbitrary waveforms, with efficiencies between 10% and 70%. Beam widening roughly corresponds to diffraction. Resonators, air flow limits, horns for directivity, and
power requirements, all drive the size of such sources with their auxiliary
equipment into the range of 1 meter and more, and the mass to several hundred kilograms and more.
Higher audio-frequency and ultrasound sources could be somewhat
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smaller, but due to their power requirements no great reduction of the total
system size seems possible. (Compare the sizes of the required engines, electrical generators or compressors with those of commercial gasoline-engine AC
generators of 1 to 5 kW.)
Explosive-driven sources can produce blast waves, probably also with repetition at low audio frequencies. Megawatt powers seem achievable, again
with source sizes on the order of 1 meter.
Hand-held acoustic weapons of pistol or rifle size with ranges of tens of
meters can be excluded almost certainly. The only exception would be a small
whistling or exploding “sound grenade” thrown or shot to within a few meters
from a target.

Protection from High-Intensity Sound
The sound pressure acting on the eardrum can be reduced by earplugs which
are inserted into the external ear canal, or by ear muffs enclosing the outer
ear. Whereas both types can provide attenuation from 15 to 45 dB at higher
frequencies (500 Hz and above, including ultrasound), earmuffs are less efficient at low frequencies (250 Hz and below); at some infrasound frequencies,
they even may amplify levels. Here, earplugs are better; those of the premolded or user-formable type attenuate by 10 to 30 dB at low frequencies. The
best low-frequency protection is provided by earplugs made of slow-recovery,
closed-cell foam; these can reach 35 dB if inserted deeply. Combinations of earplugs and earmuffs are advisable for protection against impulsive peak sound
levels of 160 dB and above. Combining an earphone with a sound-absorbing
helmet can achieve 30-50 dB attenuation from 0.8 to 7 kHz. Much stronger
attenuation at the external ear is not useful because sound reaches the inner
ear also by bone and tissue conduction.105
Protection against whole-body exposure can principally be provided by
enclosures that are sufficiently stiff so that they are not easily vibrationally
excited transmitting sound to the inside, or by linings with sound-absorbing,
e.g., porous material. For jet engine technicians, protective suits exist.106 The
absorption mechanism loses its value with low frequencies, however – when
the lining becomes thinner than about one-fourth wavelength (e.g., 0.34 m for
250 Hz), the absorption decreases with decreasing frequency.107 For very high
impinging levels at high frequencies, heating in the absorptive material may
present a problem, but in the present context this is mostly theoretical
because of the strong decrease with distance.
An armored vehicle, if completely closed, should provide considerable pro-
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tection against low-frequency sound. A normal road vehicle, on the other
hand, is neither air-tight nor are windows or panels stiff enough not to transmit impinging low-frequency pressure variations. Similarly, low-frequency
sound may enter buildings via slits or closed windows. If the frequency corresponds to a room resonance,108 internal pressures by far exceeding the
impinging ones can develop. Utilizing this effect requires a variable-frequency
source and some on-site modelling and/or experimentation. It is conceivable
that during resonance build-up windows burst – due to their large areas at
levels below the human pain threshold – diminishing the resonance effect
again.
At higher frequencies, on the other hand, walls, windows, sheet metal and
the like can provide substantial attenuation.

Therapy of Acoustic and Blast Trauma
Here only a few indications will be given.109 Some immediate effects of overexposure to sound may simply vanish with time – from minutes to months –
such as hearing loss, tinnitus, pain, or vertigo. Some, however, may remain
permanently. These are probably caused by inner-ear damage, e.g., to hair
cells on the basilar membrane in the cochlea, or by similar effects in the vestibular system. Such damage seems to grow for a few hours after acoustic
trauma, which may have to do with reduced blood supply. Thus, drugs furthering blood circulation are often given. There are conflicting studies on the success of such treatment.110
Since further exposure to strong noise increases the damage and interferes with a healing process, achieving quiet at an injured ear as fast as possible (e.g., by an earplug) is an important part of therapy.111
Tympanic-membrane ruptures produced by bombings healed spontaneously in 80-90% of the cases. Operations closing the membrane are mainly
required when the perforations are larger than one third. Fracture or displacement of middle-ear ossicles occur more rarely and indicate much more
severe blast damage; these require much more complicated surgery.112
Whereas there are cases when nearly full recovery of hearing occurred
even after ruptures of both eardrums, it is more likely that PTS - of moderate
to severe extent – ensues.113 Therapy cannot do much about that; providing
hearing aids may be the main form of help after the fact. In case of near-deafness, providing a cochlear or even brain-stem implant for direct electrical
stimulation of sensory or nerve cells - an expensive treatment – may restore
significant hearing and speech-perception abilities.114 Prevention, e.g., by ear
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protection, is the only reliable way to avoid permanent hearing losses.115

Conclusions
Judging acoustic weapons is particularly complicated because there are so
many facets. The potential effects range from mere annoyance via temporary
worsening of hearing to physiological damage of the ear, and in the extreme
even of other organs, up to death. The criteria will also differ according to the
intended context and scenario of use; the spectrum extends from close-range
protection of fixed installations to mobile systems, on the one hand for law
enforcement, on the other hand for armed conflict. Lack of official information
on development projects and unfounded allegations on properties and effects
of acoustic weapons make judgement even more difficult.
Rather than trying to provide a complete judgement for all possible weapons types and use options, this article aims at providing facts that further the
debate and eventually help to arrive at responsible decisions on how to deal
with acoustic weapons. This section summarizes the main results of the study,
and ends with a few general remarks.

Effects on Humans
Contrary to several articles in the defence press, high-power infrasound has
no profound effect on humans. The pain threshold is higher than in the audio
range, and there is no hard evidence for the alleged effects on inner organs, on
the vestibular system, for vomiting, or uncontrolled defecation up to levels of
170 dB or more.
Throughout the audio region (20-20,000 Hz), annoyance can occur already
at levels far below bodily discomfort, in particular if the sounds are disliked
and/or continue for a long time. This may produce the intended effects in specific situations, e.g., a siege of a building occupied by criminals. Because usually no lasting damage would result, there is no reason for concern under
humanitarian aspects.
The situation changes at higher levels, where discomfort starts at about
120 dB and pain in the ears occurs above about 140 dB. As a consequence of
intense sound, at first a reversible deterioration of hearing occurs (temporary
threshold shift). Depending on level, duration, frequency, and individual susceptibility, however, already short exposures at levels above, say, 135 dB can
produce lasting damage of hearing (permanent threshold shift). Such damage
need not be sensed immediately by the victim; the deterioration may become
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known only later. It is mainly located in the inner ear. The eardrum ruptures
at about 160 dB; even though it may heal, permanent hearing loss may
remain.
With low audio frequencies (50-100 Hz), intolerable sensations mainly in
the chest can be produced – even with the ears protected – but need 150 dB
and more.
At medium to high audio frequencies, some disturbance of the equilibrium
is possible above about 140 dB for unprotected ears. At even higher levels,
tickling sensations and heating may occur in air-filled cavities, e.g., of the nose
and mouth.
High audio frequencies (above 10 kHz) produce less threshold shift, and at
ultrasound the ear is essentially untouched if levels are below 140 dB. In
these frequency ranges heating of air cavities, of textiles or hair may become
important above about 160 dB.
Early therapy may lead to some improvement after acoustic trauma. However, permanent hearing loss, once occurred, cannot really be reversed, leaving hearing aids and cochlear implants as the main means of reducing the
consequences.
Shock waves from explosive blasts – for which the name “acoustic” is questionable – can have various effects. At moderately high levels (up to about 140
dB), there is temporary hearing loss, which can turn into permanent one at
higher values. Above 185 dB eardrums begin to rupture. At even higher levels
(about 200 dB, overpressure already 3 times the atmospheric pressure), lungs
begin to rupture, and above about 210 dB some deaths will occur.

Potential Sources of Strong Sound
Loudspeakers are not very efficient in producing strong sound, unless coupled
with horns. Higher levels are more easily achieved with sirens producing single tones of variable frequency, powered, e.g., by combustion engines. At low
frequencies sound powers of tens of kilowatts with a source level of 170 dB
have been achieved; in the high audio and ultrasound range the figure is a few
kilowatts at 160 dB. With a siren-type speaker low-frequency sound of arbitrary waveform can be produced at similar powers and pressure levels. With
whistles, again mostly tonal sound is produced; at low frequencies, tens of
kilowatts should be possible, at high audio frequencies several kilowatts, and
in the ultrasound region around 1 kilowatt.
Explosive charges produce a blast wave the overpressure of which (at constant distance) scales linearly with the energy released; thus there is practically no upper limit at close range. A new type of source would result if
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explosions do not occur one at a time, but in fast sequence, with frequencies,
e.g., in the low audio range. Here, megawatt acoustic power and 180 dB source
level seem achievable in principle.
For nearly all source types mentioned, a typical size would be one meter or
more. This holds for the source proper with its emitting area as well as for the
associated power supply, e.g., a combustion engine. Rifle-like hand-hold acoustic weapons are only conceivable with ammunition for bangs or whistling; all
other sources will be fixed, or will need a vehicle, helicopter or the like as a
carrier.
Production of strong infrasound by non-linear superposition of two ultrasound beams is not realistic.

Propagation Problems
Whereas it is possible to achieve annoying, painful or injurious sound pressures for all source types mentioned – explosive blasts can even kill - if the
target person is close to the source, there are great difficulties or unsurmountable problems when such levels are to be achieved at a distance.
The first obstacle is diffraction. Waves emitted from a source immediately
diverge spherically if the wavelength is larger than the source; i.e., the power
is spread over an area increasing with distance, and consequently the intensity and sound pressure decrease with distance. For source sizes on the order
of one meter, this holds for frequencies below a few hundred Hertz. “Beams of
infrasound” have no credibility. But even at higher frequencies with shorter
wavelengths, where focusing or a beam of constant width can be achieved up
to a certain distance, eventually spherical spreading will take over as well.
The second problem follows from the non-linear properties of the air.
Whenever the sound pressure is as high as required for marked immediate
effects, the wave crests move faster than the troughs, converting the wave into
saw-tooth form after some distance. The ensuing shock fronts dissipate the
wave energy much more strongly, so that the sound pressure decreases with
the inverse of the distance, even for a plane wave without beam spreading,
and more strongly in case of divergence. In the case of spherical blast waves,
the decrease is by the cube of the inverse distance as long as the overpressure
is larger than the normal atmospheric pressure.
Shock forms earlier and the associated energy losses become stronger with
increasing frequency; thus, even if diffraction did not significantly reduce the
sound pressure at a distance for some high enough frequency, shock-wave
losses would then decrease the pressure from its initially high level along the
beam. How far a given level can be projected depends on many details, such as
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source size, frequency, the form of the starting wave front, humidity of the air,
intended level at the target, but as a rule of thumb one can state that projecting really high levels (say, above 140 dB) to more than 50 m does not seem feasible with meter-size sources.
Only with single blast waves produced by sizeable explosive charges
(above 0.1 kg TNT) can shock overpressures transcend such levels at such distances. Because for impulses the human tolerance is higher, and because of
the steep decrease with distance, much higher overpressures with the capability for lung rupture and death would hold at closer range.
I am not aware of a plausible mechanism for an alleged “basketball-size
acoustic bullet” that could be even lethal over several hundred meters; clarifying or reliably refuting this allegation needs further study.
The case is different if strong acoustic waves are set up indoors, where the
power is kept in place by reverberation from the walls. Achieving high levels
will be particularly effective at room resonances. Direct coupling – e.g.,
through ventilation ducts – would be most efficient; next could be application
of sound pressure via closely fitting tubes pressed against windows. Radiating
a sound from a distance would provide the worst coupling, but may suffice to
set up resonance vibration under certain conditions.

Further Study
There are a few areas where clarification or more detailed scientific-technical
studies would be helpful. The more important issues are:
♦

quantitative aspects of the propagation of bounded beams of shocked
waves (weak and strong shock);

♦

the working principle and specifications of a possible multi-explosion blast
wave source; and

♦

the possibility of “diffraction-free” propagation of high-power acoustic
pulses over considerable distances (“acoustic bullets”), in particular using
vortex rings.

General Remarks
As with other types of “non-lethal” weapons, with acoustic weapons there are
the problems of dosage and susceptibility varying among individuals. Exposed
to the same sound level, sensitive persons may suffer from permanent hearing
loss whereas for others the threshold shift is just temporary.
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Impressive effects on the sense of equilibrium or the respiratory tract
occur only at sound levels which pose an immediate danger of permanent
hearing damage. Therefore, the promise by acoustic-weapons proponents of
“no lingering damage” could only be implemented by fairly drastic limits, say,
a sound level of no more than 120 dB at anybody's ear. This, however, would
forego many of the hoped-for effects of acoustic weapons.
Because protection of the ears can be quite efficient throughout all frequencies, it would certainly be used by armed forces, organized militias and
bands, at least after the first experience with acoustic-weapons use by an
opponent. But since protection is so simple and easily available, it would probably also soon be used by “normal” people in demonstrations, etc.
Considering aspects of international humanitarian law, a complete analysis needs yet to be done. At the present stage, a few preliminary thoughts
seem justified.
Acoustic weapons are different from the recently banned blinding laser
weapons in several respects:
♦

The argument that 80-90% of the human sensory input is provided by the
eye can obviously not be transferred to the ear; thus an argument on
unnecessary suffering cannot be made on a similar basis as with blinding
weapons.116

♦

Physiological injury to the ear from blast is common with conventional
weapons.

♦

Even with ruptured eardrums, healing or at least improvement of hearing
is possible.

♦

Hearing aids and implants are available, whereas comparable aids for the
visual system do not really exist.

Thus, the case for a preventive ban under aspects of the international law
of warfare is much less clear-cut here than with blinding lasers.
On the other hand, acoustic weapons bear a larger danger of indiscriminate effects, even though only at shorter range. Several types of acoustic
weapons would be difficult to direct at only one person, all the more at one
part of a person's body, because diffraction produces wave spreading. Thus, in
several conceivable situations non-combatants or by-standers would be
affected. As long as effects are temporary, or permanent effects are slight, this
may be acceptable in certain circumstances.
At fixed installations, even sound sources capable of afflicting considerable
lasting damage at close range might not meet strong objections, since on
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approach people would hear the sound and then feel pain and could in most
situations withdraw voluntarily. However, if in a crowd pressing from behind,
this may be impossible, so that one could demand non-damaging pressure levels (below, say, 120 dB) at the physical barrier protecting an installation.
Mobile acoustic weapons capable of producing permanent damage in a
radius of, say, 10 or 20 m, would be much more problematic, especially in a
law-enforcement context. One could probably not rely on the weapon users to
keep certain limits; if to be obeyed at all, they would have to be built into the
systems (e.g., in the form of absolute upper limits of power, or limits on actual
power and duration depending on target distance, for targets within rooms
special precautions would be needed).
The International Committee of the Red Cross has proposed four criteria
for judging when design-dependent, foreseeable effects of weapons would constitute superfluous injury and unnecessary suffering. The first criterion is fulfilled if the weapon causes a “specific disease, specific abnormal physiological
state, specific abnormal psychological state, specific and permanent disability
or specific disfigurement.”117 Taken in this generality, certain acoustic weapons would fall under this rubric.
In sum, acoustic weapons would clearly not be the wonder weapons as
sometimes advertised. Their use in armed conflict or for law enforcement
would raise important issues concerning unnecessary suffering, protection of
outsiders, and proportionality. One can conceive of special situations where
acoustic weapons could add options for the application of legitimate force in a
more humane way, possibly, e.g., in a hostage situation. However, the effects
would be less dramatic than reported, especially on prepared opponents,
whose own capability to inflict damage would not be reduced markedly. Thus
the interest of armed forces and police in such weapons may turn out to be
lower than their proponents would like.
This might mean that a determined attempt of the humanitarian-international-law community to preventively ban certain types of acoustic weapons
may promise success. Because of the large variety of potential weapon types,
of the effects on humans, and because of the large range of sound intensity
potentially involved, for this purpose, clear definitions and criteria would be
needed. One approach might, e.g., demand a limit of 120 dB at any publicly
accessible point in the case of fixed strong sources. Mobile acoustic weapons
could be banned – or limited to very low numbers for specific police uses – if
they could produce more than, say, 130 dB at 5 m distance. Limits could also
include the frequency-dependent human auditory sensitivity and be stricter in
the range from 0.5 to 6 kHz. Such limits would aim at guaranteeing markedly
less damage than usually afflicted with conventional fire weapons in armed
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conflict; thus general acceptance could become a problem if the discussion
were limited to the law of warfare proper.
A more general approach similar to the one taken for the ban on blinding
laser weapons – banning weapons specifically designed to render people permanently deaf – seems less sensible here, since that is not the main goal of
present acoustic-weapon development, and deafening at short range could
readily occur as a collateral effect of weapons designed for producing only temporary effects at larger distance. An even more general ban on deafening as a
method of warfare, is unrealistic in view of the multitude of blast weapons in
the arsenals of armed forces.
Because of the ease of protection, it may turn out that armed conflict will
be the least relevant scenario, and that other operations, e.g., for crowd control, will be more realistic. Thus, considerations on bans or limits should take
law-enforcement and other uses of acoustic weapons into their view from the
beginning.
These arguments show that detailed deliberations are needed in order to
arrive at a sensible course of action. It is hoped that this article contributes to
that debate.
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Appendix 1: Pressure Waves in Air118
Linear Acoustics119
In the air pressure variations produced at a source propagate as sound waves.
The exact wave equation is non-linear; however, for small variations, e.g.,
sound pressure below about 0.001 times static pressure, i.e., below 100 Pa
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(level < 134 dB), the pressure-volume curve of air can be replaced by its tangent and the equation linearized. In this case of linear acoustics, the sound
speed is c0=343 m/s at P0=101 kPa static pressure and T0=20 °C temperature,
with density ρ 0=1.20 kg/m3.
The sound pressure p is the deviation from the static pressure P0. In order
to estimate it for a simple source one can use the assumption of a monopole
(i.e., a breathing sphere) emitting spherical waves in the open. If v rms is the
root-mean-square (rms) surface velocity of the sinusoidal vibration, the rms
sound pressure – at distance r from the centre in the far field – becomes
p rms ( r ) = ρ 0 c 0 k A v rms ⁄ ( 4πr )

(A-1)

where k=2 π / λ is the wavenumber, λ =c0/ ν the wavelength, ν the frequency.
The rms intensity, i.e., the rms power per area transported with the wave, is
I rms ( r ) = p

2

rms ( r )

⁄ ( ρ0 c0 )

(A-2)

the product Z0= ρ 0c0 is called the impedance of free air. The intensity
decreases with 1/r2 since the rms pressure decreases with 1/r. The total power
P rms emitted is the integral over the full sphere at r,
2

P rms = 4πr I rms ( r )

(A-3)

which is constant absent other losses.
If the wave field is not spherically symmetric, but confined to some cone of
solid angle Ω , the intensity in that cone will be higher by 4 π / Ω , and the pressure by the square root of that. If the source is a piston of radius a in an infinite, hard baffle, vibrating with rms velocity v rms and frequency v , then the
rms pressure at distance r and angle ϑ in the far field is
ρ0 c0
2 2J 1 ( ( ka ) sin ϑ )
p rms ( r, ϑ ) = ----------k2v rms πa --------------------------------------4πr
( ka ) sin ϑ

(A-4)

The Bessel function expression 2 J1(x)/x is close to 1 from x=0 to about π /2.
Comparison with (A-1) shows that on the axis ( ϑ =0) the sound pressure is
twice the one from a simple spherical source of equal surface area or volume
flow rate, the intensity is four times stronger, due to the reflection at the baffle, or the expansion into a half-space. If the baffle is removed and the piston
conceived to move in the mouth of a pipe,120 the factor 2, or 4 for intensity,
would vanish, the pipe end would act on the axis like a simple source of equal
area or volume flow rate.121 When the wavelength λ is longer than 2 π a, the
circumference of the piston, the argument of the Bessel function term is below
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π /2 even for ϑ = π /2, the second fraction in (A-4) is 1, i.e., the sound pressure
is essentially the same in all directions, including along the baffle or even – if
λ ≥ 4πa backward for the case of the pipe. This means that in order to achieve
directed emission for low frequencies, very large transmitting areas would be
required, e.g., already for ν =50 Hz ( λ =6.8 m) a radius a clearly above 1.1 m is
needed.
Transmitting a sound wave of sufficiently high frequency predominantly
into a certain cone can be achieved by a horn with reflecting walls in front of
the source, and enclosing the source at the back.122 Due to its increasing cross
section, it acts as an impedance transformer and can increase the efficiency of
sound generation, e.g., from 1 - 2 % for a direct loudspeaker to 10 - 50 %.123
If parallel waves of constant intensity are emitted from a circular area, in the
far field the innermost Fraunhofer diffraction spot is limited by the angle φ 1
of the first null of the Bessel function in (A-4):
sin ϕ 1 = 1.22λ ⁄ D

(A-5)

where D is the diameter of the antenna. If the expression on the right is larger
than 1, there is no null at all.
The intensity on the axis is
2

2 2

I max ( r ) = PπD ⁄ ( 4λ r )

(A-6)

In the case of outdoors sound propagation, modifications apply due to several
effects, most of which are small for the distances (10 to 100 m) considered here
and are neglected for the simple estimates of the present assessment. However, some are difficult to assess in a given situation and thus add a significant
amount of unpredictability for the use of acoustic weapons beyond about 50 m.

Non-Linear Acoustics - Weak-Shock Regime124
If the perturbations due to an acoustic wave are no longer very small compared to the static values, one has to consider the fact that the speed of propagation is no longer constant; it increases with pressure, density or particle
velocity. Thus, regions of higher compression move faster, and regions of lower
density more slowly, than the normal sound speed. This means that the wave
form, even if sinusoidal at the start, becomes distorted (figure A.1 a). Relative
to the zero crossings, the pressure peaks move forward and the troughs backward, finally forming a saw-tooth-like wave where at a given point in space
there arrives first a positive pressure jump and then a linear decrease to the
negative sound pressure minimum, repeated periodically (figure A.1 b). This
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Figure A.1:Wave forms of an originally harmonic wave before and after shock formation. In
the first stage (a), pressure peaks move faster and troughs more slowly, deforming the wave
as it propagates. In the second stage, a rounded saw-tooth wave forms with strong dissipation in the shock front (b). The front becomes thicker and the amplitude weaker until finally a
small sinusoidal wave remains (c). (Plotted vs. the space coordinate in propagation direction, the waves move to the right.)

can also be described as the successive build-up of harmonics of the original
frequency (for an ideal saw-tooth wave, the amplitude of the n-th harmonic is
proportional to 1/n). Whereas dissipative losses in the medium are not important in the first build-up region, they increase strongly as soon as the shock
front has been formed. During this second stage the amplitude and the nonlinear distortion is slowly reduced, until the pressure becomes so low that linear propagation prevails again (figure A.1 c).
The details are complicated. For a plane wave, the rms sound pressure of a
plane wave stays essentially constant during the first phase. After shock formation it decreases approximately as the inverse of the distance – note that
this decrease holds for infinitely extended wavefronts and is not due to geometrical spreading. This phase ends with a low saturation amplitude which
does not depend on the starting value. In the third phase, exponential attenuation prevails.
For spherical waves, the growth of the non-linear disturbance is accelerated in case of convergence, and decelerated for divergent waves, because the
amplitude increases/decreases with radius r. If for a divergent wave shock
occurs at all, the amplitude decrease is faster than with 1/r; shock ceases at a
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certain radius.
In case of bounded waves (beams), the amplitude at some distance
depends on the relative contribution of non-linear versus diffraction effects.
Quantitative statements require detailed studies.125

Non-Linear Acoustics – Production of Difference Frequency,
Demodulation126
If two waves of different angular frequencies ω 1, ω 2 propagate in a non-linear
medium, the superposition principle no longer holds and combination frequencies n ω 1+m ω 2 (n, m integer) are generally produced. In particular in the
present case, the difference Ω = ω 1- ω 2 of two about equal angular frequencies
may be interesting, because the former, due to its low value, would be much
less absorbed by the air than the latter ones. Also the beam widening by diffraction would be much lower.
Superposition of two waves of similar frequency at first produces a variation in amplitude with the frequency difference, similar to an amplitude-modulated wave. In case of plane waves, the modulation- or difference-frequencywave amplitude p Ω will at first increase linearly with distance. After shock
formation, however, it will saturate to a constant, with linear dependence on
original amplitude p0
p Ω = πmΩ p 0 ⁄ ( 4ω )

(A-7)

(m≤1 is the degree of modulation). This holds for a triangular wave and is correct except a constant factor for an originally sinusoidal one too, analogously
for the difference frequency. (A-7) means that the sound pressure of the lowfrequency wave is always lower than the original wave starting pressure by a
factor Ω / ω , which is much smaller than unity under the assumptions made
above.

Strong-Shock Regime127
In strong shock, as produced by an explosive blast, the overpressure is markedly above normal atmospheric pressure. A following underpressure pulse is
limited to the atmospheric pressure, of course. Because of the high overpressure, the shock front moves with a velocity clearly above the sound speed. At
any given distance, a fast overpressure jump occurs first, followed by a slower
decrease to normal pressure, possibly via an under-pressure phase. After passage of the shock wave, the gas remains at elevated temperature and
decreased density. The maximum overpressure scales approximately linearly
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with the energy and for three-dimensional propagation decreases approximately with the inverse cube of the distance. As soon as the overpressure falls
below atmospheric pressure, transition to weak-shock, and finally linear, propagation with the usual sound velocity, and inverse-distance times exponential
amplitude decrease, takes place.
Figure A.2 shows several quantities for explosions of 0.1 and 1 kg TNT in
free air at sea level. Figure A.2 a shows the shock overpressure. The transition
from the r -3 (strong-shock) to the r -1 (weak-shock/linear-propagation) dependence is seen around a distance of 3 and 7 m, at overpressures around onethird the normal pressure. It is interesting that even with 1 kg, a considerable
amount of explosive – maybe ten times of that in a hand grenade – the threshold for eardrum rupture (about 35 kPa, see 2.5) is crossed at less than 5 m. On
the other hand, the peak level is higher than 145 dB (0.36 kPa) where most
subjects had felt pain in laboratory experiments,128 to about 200 m.
Figure A.2 b shows the duration of the positive-overpressure part of the
shock wave. It is obvious that for small chemical explosions the pulse durations – at applicable distances – are on the order of milliseconds, thus in table
8 the damage thresholds for the short times apply.
For such short waves, the body is very quickly immersed in the same overpressure from all sides, and a sizeable net force is mainly exerted by the
dynamic-pressure drag of the moving air behind the shock. Figure A.2 c shows
the approximate dynamic impulse per area for unity drag coefficient.
A strong-shock wave suffers from diffraction as well, but with a modification in that the propagation speed depends on the local pressure. For an
extended plane or spherical wave, this mechanism provides for some stabilization of the shock front: should a backward bulge develop at some part, confluence of the power there would accelerate that part again, and vice versa.
However, shocks emanating from the open end of a tube show immediate widening and propagation even in the backward direction along the outer side of
the tube.
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Figure A.2: Shock overpressure (a), overpressure-pulse duration (b), and approximate
dynamic-pressure-caused impulse per area for unity drag coefficient (c), versus distance r
for conventional explosions of 0.1 and 1 kg TNT at sea level in free air. The strong-shock
regime with r -3 pressure decrease holds to about 2 and 5 m, respectively. For an explosion
at hard ground the energy has to be multiplied by 2 or the distances by 21/3=1.26. In (a),
several damage thresholds are shown. Lung damage will occur below 0.8 m or 1.8 m, eardrum rupture is expected below 2 and 5 m, and some people will feel ear pain if closer
than 100 m or 200 m, respectively. For distances above 1 m, the overpressure-pulse durations (b) are on the order of milliseconds. The drag-exerted impulse per area transferred to
a small object can be gained from the approximate curves in (c) by multiplication with the
drag coefficient.

For the present application the question is whether considerable shock
energy can be focused into a narrow cone, avoiding distribution over a full
sphere. Whereas shock overpressure would decrease in proportion to 1/r as
long as the beam size would remain constant, the usual r -3 decrease would
take over as soon as the size would increase. How far considerably stronger
overpressure than for a spherical explosion would be possible needs a detailed
study. However, it seems difficult to conceive of a shock wave from a 1-m
source which is still bounded at, say, 50 m.

Appendix 2: Analysis of Specific Allegations with Respect to
Acoustic Weapons129
The following sections deal with a few allegations made mostly in journalistic
articles, first concerning weapons principles, then with respect to effects on
humans.
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Allegations Regarding Weapons Principles
Infrasound Beam from a Directed Source?
Several journalistic articles speak of an “infrasound beam” (see table 1). It is
clear from the beginning (see equation (A-6)) that for long wavelengths a large
emitting area will be needed to achieve substantial intensity at some distance.130 In order to do a conservative estimate I assume a transmitter diameter of 3 m which is already fairly cumbersome, and the shortest wavelength
compatible with the “infrasound” notion, namely λ =17.2 m for a frequency of
ν =20 Hz at 340 m/s sound speed. For the acoustic power I take P=10 kW
which might, e.g., stem from a combustion engine of 30-60 kW. The rms pressure at the source is then 0.77 kPa (level 152 dB). Because the wavelength is
much larger than the emitter, the far-field intensity is the same in all directions; there can be no beam. Instead there is spherical expansion (as has been
observed with the somewhat smaller MOAS device mentioned in the section
on low-frequency sources).
Because of the large source and low frequency, no shock will form, and
normal linear propagation with 1/r decrease of amplitude with radius will
take place everywhere. At a notional distance of r=50 m the pressure will be
3.2 Pa (level 104 dB), several orders of magnitude below any appreciable effect
of infrasound. Of course, should the sound wave, before leaving the emitting
area, have passed through a much narrower duct with higher intensity, shock
may have formed there, reducing the intensity outside even further.
Next, let us test the low-audio frequency of 100 Hz, the upper limit of
where stronger non-auditory effects had been observed at about 150 dB level,
and let us assume the same large emitter size of 3 m. In forward direction
there is still spherical propagation without shock. The pressure at 50 m distance will be 16 Pa (level 118 dB), which is very loud but clearly below the
pain threshold. Inner-organ effects as observed at about 150 dB will occur only
immediately in front of the source. Aural pain and damage from short-term
exposure is expected – in case of unprotected hearing – for distances up to a
few meters.
At higher frequencies shorter wavelengths facilitate focused propagation.
However, as a beam forms and becomes narrower, non-linear absorption
becomes stronger in parallel. Whereas very high levels with drastic effects,
e.g., on hearing or vestibular system, are possible at close distance, reaching
the pain threshold at 50 m distance or beyond will be practically impossible.
Infrasound from Non-Linear Superposition of Two Directed Ultrasound Beams
One of the alleged early acoustic weapons (the “squawk box” mentioned in the
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introduction) was said to utilize two near-ultrasound waves which would combine in the ear, producing an intolerable infrasound difference frequency
(together with the ultrasound sum frequency).131 In a short general analysis
of acoustic weapons, the requirement of non-linearity for such production was
mentioned explicitly. Here, the low-frequency component of, e.g., 7 Hz produced from 40.000 and 40.007 kHz was said to disturb the vestibular
organ.132 In neither case, however, was a quantitative estimate of the conversion efficiency made.
To analyze this allegation, one needs first to recall that in controlled
experiments, infrasound of levels above 140 dB did not affect the vestibular
system. Non-linear production of difference-frequency signals can occur either
during propagation in the air or within the ear.133
First to conversion in the air: as discussed with equation (A-7), for plane
waves the sound pressure of the difference-frequency wave is smaller than the
starting pressure of the original wave(s) by a factor of the ratio of the difference and the original frequency. Conservatively taking a high infrasonic frequency of 20 Hz and a low ultrasonic one of 16 kHz, this ratio is 1/800: the
infrasound pressure will be smaller by a factor of 800 or more than the ultrasound pressure emitted at the source, i.e., the level will be lower by 58 dB or
more. With 1 m emitter size the plane-wave case is approximately fulfilled.
If one conservatively assumes an infrasound level required for vestibular
effects of 140 dB (200 Pa rms pressure), then the ultrasound level at the
source should be about 200 dB (200 kPa = twice atmospheric pressure, already
in the strong-shock realm, a factor of 100 or 40 dB above the strongest ultrasound sources available). Such pressure would correspond to an intensity of
100 MW/m2, which – integrated over the transmitter area of 0.79 m2 – would
mean a total acoustic power of 79 MW. For infrasound effects this would probably have to be maintained over a few seconds. Such a power level seems
extremely difficult to achieve, even if direct conversion from 16,000 gasolineair explosions per second in front of a reflector were used. Reducing the power
by a smaller emitter size would not help, because then the beam width would
begin to grow at a shorter distance, reducing the intensity and thus the nonlinear-conversion efficiency. Quantitative analysis of this hypothetical fast
sequence of strong shocks would need a separate study. In reality, an intensity
on the order of 1 MW/m2 at the source may be possible eventually (180 dB,
bordering on weak shock where equation (A-7) holds, see the section on potential weapon sources), this would – due to the frequency ratio – be converted to
a maximum level of 120 dB, which is harmless in the infrasound region.
Thus, it seems highly improbable that non-linear difference-frequency
production in the air from ultrasound to infrasound can achieve levels at
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which marked effects on the ear or the vestibular organ occur.
Second, conversion can take place by non-linear processes in the ear.
Absent publications on difference-frequency infrasound production from highlevel ultrasound in the ear, I do a simple estimate using plausible or conservative assumptions. The first is that as the sound frequency increases from the
one of highest sensitivity, about 2 kHz for humans, towards the high hearing
limit, the eardrum motion and consequent transfer to the inner ear decreases,
mainly because of the inertia of the masses involved. For the cat, a decrease by
a factor of 20 between 1 and 10 kHz has been observed;134 conservatively, I
take this value for 16 kHz and higher. Second, I use a conservatively simplified non-linear relationship between static pressure and the angle of the umbo
(the eardrum centre where the malleus is connected). Again assuming vestibular effects from infrasound of 140 dB level, one arrives at a required ultrasound level of 180 dB (19 kPa) or more.
This is about a factor of 10 or 20 dB above the capabilities of the strongest
periodic ultrasound sources available. Let us nevertheless assume that such
levels could be produced. With standard assumptions, a 16-kHz wave starting
with such level will become shocked already at 1.4 cm, after which strong
absorption would start until the third, amplitude-invariant stage starts in 39
m with a level of 60 dB. Thus, the required level would be limited to the immediate vicinity of the hypothetical source. Here, however, direct damage to the
ear by overload beyond the pain threshold is probable, and would represent
the more drastic effect, together with heating even on bare skin (see the subsection on ultrasound).
Taking into account the conservative assumptions made, it seems therefore that neither of the non-linear mechanisms producing the difference (or
modulation) frequency, in the air or in the ear, can generate anything close to
inner-ear infrasound levels at which vestibular effects, or aural pain, would
occur, except in the immediate vicinity of the source.
Producing an audible sound by non-linear processes in the air or in the ear
where two inaudible (ultrasound) beams from separate sources intersect (“deference tone,” see table 1) seems possible, on the other hand, since levels of a
few tens of dB are sufficient for hearing.
Diffractionless Acoustic “Bullets”
For U.S. as well as Russian acoustic-weapon development, journalistic articles
have reported non-diffracting acoustic “bullets,” with, however, somewhat contradicting properties – in some reports they work at high, in others at low frequencies. For the U.S., antennas of 1-2 m size have been mentioned; in Russia,
the bullets were said to be basketball-sized, with frequency of 10 Hz, and to be
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selectable from non-lethal to lethal over hundreds of meters (see table 1).
It is not clear what might be behind these allegations. As shown in appendix 1, diffraction does occur with all three acoustic wave types – linear, weak –
and strong-shock waves. Especially with low frequencies, diffraction provides
for omnidirectional propagation, as demonstrated above. The “10 Hz” statement seems to imply a wavelength of 34 m, which does of course not fit at all
to a “basketball-size” wave packet. But also with higher frequencies and even
in case of shock, diffraction provides for eventual beam spreading, so that
essentially constant-size propagation of a strong disturbance over “hundreds
of meters” seems impossible with acoustic waves from sources of the order of 1
m. This holds at least as long as the signals produced at the different parts of
the source are essentially similar and periodic.
There is a principal possibility of emitting different pulsed waveforms
which vary in a controlled manner across the source area in such a way that
their superposition produces a pulse which remains localized in a narrow
beam for a substantially larger distance than with uniform excitation from the
same source area. The beam width can be smaller than the source from the
beginning, down to the order of a wavelength. However, if the source has finite
size, as of course required for a real device, a far field with 1/r decrease of
amplitude will occur eventually. Such waves have been called “diffraction-free”
beams, acoustic (or electromagnetic) “missiles” or “bullets,” acoustic (or electromagnetic) “directed-energy pulse trains.” The conditions for this effect are:
transient source signals of definite (space-variant) wave shape and wide bandwidth (i.e., substantial high-frequency content), and linear propagation. With
respect to acoustics, first ultrasound experiments over tens of centimeters in
water have demonstrated at least some increase of the on-axis intensity over
the one from uniform continuous-wave excitation of the source array.135 However, different from electromagnetics, in acoustics there are two counteracting
effects. The first one is linear absorption which increases with the square of
the frequency and thus successively reduces the high frequencies as the pulse
propagates. Second, for strong sound non-linear propagation leads to shock
formation which occurs the earlier, the higher the amplitude and the frequency. As mentioned in appendix 1, in the shock front unusual dissipative
losses occur, leading to 1/r decrease for a beam of constant width. Unless a
detailed theoretical study or experiments prove otherwise, a skeptical attitude
seems advisable towards propagation of acoustic high-power pulses essentially without beam widening over distances much larger than possible with
diffraction of uniform signals. It may turn out that, even though small-signal
“pencil beams” prove feasible, at higher amplitude non-linear absorption
destroys the effect.
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Alternatively, one might think of a soliton, i.e., a one-pulse wave propagating in a non-linear medium in such a way that its amplitude and shape do not
change. This requires that the higher speed of higher excitation caused by the
non-linearity (see appendix 1) is counteracted by either dispersion or dissipation, and essentially one-dimensional propagation in a channel or tube, or as a
plane wave of (essentially) infinite size.136 In free air, however, dispersion at
the frequencies of interest is negligible and dissipation is too low, as the process of shock formation demonstrates. Even in a soliton-carrying medium, in
three dimensions the beam expands at distances large versus the source size,
resulting in reduced amplitude.137
There is a further possibility, namely a vortex ring which – because of its
rotational character – is not described by the normal wave equations. A vortex
ring – the smoke ring is an example – is usually produced by ejecting a pulse
of fluid through an orifice. At its margin, rotation is produced, and surrounding fluid is entrained, after which the rotating ring – by viscous interaction
with the surrounding medium – moves as a stable entity through the latter.
The fluid in the torus stays the same, thus a vortex ring can transport something, as demonstrated with the smoke particles in a smoke ring. During vortex-ring travel, viscous drag entrains more external fluid and produces a
wake, thus the ring loses impulse, becoming larger and slower. It has to be
noted that diffraction does not apply here, and that the size increase with distance is relatively slow. Finally, the ring breaks up into general turbulence.138
Assessing the production, propagation, and effects of vortex rings could not be
done here for time and space reasons.139 If the purpose of the ring were not to
exert pressure, but only to transport some material (hot gas, irritants, or the
like), the rotation speed would be less important - but in this case the qualification as “acoustic” weapon, already somewhat questionable for vortex rings
proper, would no longer apply, of course. Vortex rings are another area where
an in-depth study is required.140
It may also be that journalists or observers misunderstood something.
E.g., a focused beam of invisible laser light may have produced a plasma in
front of a target emitting a shock wave (see below) – the propagation to the
focus would of course not count as “acoustic.” A misunderstanding is also suggested by the discrepancy concerning low or high frequency or by equating
“non-diffracting” with “non-penetrating” (see table 1).
Plasma Created in Front of Target, Impact as by Blunt Object
In the defence press, the small arms program liaison of the U.S. Joint Services
Small Arms Program was quoted as saying that an acoustic “bullet” would
incapacitate by creating a “plasma in front of the target, which creates an
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impact wave that is just like a blunt object. ... It causes blunt object trauma,
like being hit by a baseball. Traditional bullets cause ripping, tearing. This is
something different because the plasma causes the impact.”141
Plasma creation would require overpressures of many megapascals, as
they occur in the immediate vicinity of an exploding charge (and where indeed
due to the temperature of several 1000 K the air does not only emit visible
light, but is partially ionized).142
Accepting the “blunt-object” notion, the size of the shock wave would be at
least comparable to the human-body size. This would mean that ears and
lungs would be affected as well, with damage thresholds far below 1 MPa.
Thus, shock-induced plasma with overpressures far above that would be certainly fatal. A second problem concerns the possibility of creating such strong
shocks. Whereas with focused shock waves (i.e., implosions) pressures of even
gigapascals can be achieved in the extremely small focus in the centre of a
spherical shock tube,143 projection to a distance much larger than the source,
while avoiding spherical expansion with 1/r3 shock pressure decrease, seems
unachievable (see above).
Thus, the possibility of plasma creation at a sizeable distance can be discarded. One can speculate whether the journalists have wrongly attributed it
to acoustic weapons, whereas it was in fact meant for the pulsed chemical
laser that is described one page later in the same article, again creating “a hot,
high pressure plasma in the air in front of a target surface, creating a blast
wave that will result in variable, but controlled effects on material and personnel.”144 In that case, the task of focusing over considerable distance would
be alleviated by the short wavelength (on the order of µ m) of the laser light,
and high momentary power would be easier to achieve by using short pulses.
A similar argument holds if one asks whether “blunt-object trauma” could
be produced by shock waves proper at some distance. An initially bounded
wave would soon become larger than the human body and would fast diffract
around it, creating about the same overpressure everywhere and exerting
mainly compressive forces, which can be tolerated by tissue except at air-filled
cavities. Only the drag of the moving air behind the shock front would exert a
net force. For a conventional explosion a shock overpressure of about 100 kPa
would be required, as it occurs with 1 kg TNT spherically exploding at only
about 3 m distance.145 At such pressure an incidence of eardrum rupture
above 50% is already expected which would of course be the more dramatic
injury.
Thus, blunt-object trauma is only probable very close to the shock-wave
source and/or where a shock-wave beam has dimensions smaller than the
human body. Also here the same mix-up with the laser-generated plasma has
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probably occurred, and it was in fact mentioned in the same context.
The case of a vortex ring – acting only on parts of the body – needs a separate analysis, see above.
Localized Earthquakes Produced by Infrasound
An overview on non-lethal weapons has stated that acoustic weapons could
affect buildings not only by shattering windows, but even by “localized earthquakes” (without giving an explicit source).146 One might define an earthquake by a soil motion sufficient to endanger buildings, which occurs at a soil
speed markedly above 10 mm/s.147 Taking this as a conservative limit and
using a maximum acoustic-seismic transfer factor of 10-5 m/(Pas),148 a low-frequency sound pressure of 1 kPa (level 154 dB) is required to achieve that soil
speed. As demonstrated above, such levels are possible only in the immediate
vicinity of a low-frequency source, but cannot be maintained over tens of
meters. Thus, if vibration levels damaging buildings are to be produced at all,
they will probably not be transferred by vibration of the earth around them,
but rather produced by resonances of or within the buildings, most likely
within certain large rooms, directly excited by low-frequency sound energy.
This could indeed produce “earthquake-like effects” inside, from rattling of
tableware to breakage of windows, cracks in plaster, and in extreme situations even to collapse of brittle walls, but this would need very good coupling
from the source (see also the section on protection). A misunderstanding of the
phrase “earthquake-like” may be the basis of the allegation.
In a similar way, the alleged “disintegration of concrete” by infrasound,149
which sounds as if it would occur on simple impinging and as such is incredible due to the large impedance mismatch, is only conceivable if a suitable
building resonance could be exploited with good coupling from the source.150
The same would hold for embrittlement or fatigue of metals, delamination of
composite materials etc.151

Allegations Regarding Effects on Persons
There are a few allegations concerning high-power sound effects on humans
which make a strong impression when being read, but are difficult to confirm
from the scientific literature. This concerns mainly vomiting and uncontrolled
defecation.152
Whereas vertigo or nausea in the vicinity of strong sound sources has been
reported in scientific articles - often characterized as slight or transitory actual vomiting was not reported with high audio frequencies nor with ultra-
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sound (here dizziness seems rather to have been caused by audio contributions).153 In close vicinity to jet engines, in a systematic study unsteadiness
and imbalance were observed, but nausea occurred only in some employees
sometimes after an exposure, and there was no vomiting. These authors mentioned “American reports” where one source had stated that at 13 kHz and 1
W power irritability and headache would be followed by nausea and even vomiting; however, no source for this was given.154 Given that in other experiments people were exposed to 9.2, 10, 12, 15, and 17 kHz at levels of 140 to
156 dB for 5 minutes without any mentioning of even nausea,155 without more
information this single allegation of vomiting does not seem to deserve much
weight. As to intense low-frequency sound, in the most extreme experiments
carried out, mild nausea and giddiness were reported at 50 to 100 Hz with
about 150 dB - but again vomiting did not occur.156 With animals tested at low
frequencies with up to 172 dB, vomiting was not mentioned at all.157
Evidence for bowel spasms and uncontrolled defecation is even scarcer.
Among all the literature surveyed for this article, the only hint found was one
on “digestive troubles” observed during experiments with a strong 16-Hz
siren. These were, however, not specified at all, and the explanation immediately following talked of objects vibrating in clothing pockets.158 In the lowfrequency exposures up to 150 dB no bowel spasms were observed.159 The
same holds for low-frequency animal experiments.160 Here it is noteworthy
that also in reviewing vibration experiments no mention was made of bowel
spasms or uncontrolled defecation.161
A third effect for which there seems to be no reliable source concerns resonances at very low frequencies of, e.g., the heart that might lead to death, as
has been alleged - without further reference - in an early book.162 Reference to
the extreme 150-dB exposures at 50-100 Hz shows that the subjects suffered
from several kinds of problems in the chest, but the heart - monitored by EKG
- was not mentioned as troublesome.163 Similarly, there are no indications for
the alleged low-frequency-produced internal hemorrhages.164
Thus, it seems that these alleged effects are more based on hearsay than
on scientific evidence. It cannot be excluded that at higher sound levels in specific frequency ranges, vomiting, uncontrolled defecation, or heart problems
will occur, but the evidence for them is scant at best, and achieving such sound
levels at some distance is extremely difficult anyway.
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